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Supermaker
Crafting Business on Your Own Terms
by Jaime Schmidt
The first book to speak directly to the ever-growing community of business
owners and entrepreneurs who want to go from maker to magnate, without
jettisoning their commitment to fair and sustainable principles. Jaime could not
have achieved what she did without the support of the Maker community; her
book—a riveting mix of inspiration, the honest airing of mistakes and some
truly indispensable instruction—is her way of paying them back. This is real
talk from an industry disruptor who grew her business from farmer’s market to
international brand that is bound to become the go-to guide for the passion-toprofit journey.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 28/20
5.5 x 8.25 • 160 pages
jacketed hardcover
9781452184869 • $35.95 • cl
Bus & Econ / Small Bus

Notes

Entrepreneur and maker Jaime Schmidt created Schmidt’s Deodorant in her
Portland, OR kitchen in 2010. Unilever acquired Schmidt’s in December 2017
and Jaime has stayed on as a figurehead. Her story has been covered by
TODAY, FOX News, Well+Good, Hallmark Channel, and others. She speaks
regularly at conferences like ExpoWest, Create+Cultivate, Ernst + Young
Strategic Growth, Beautycon, and more on a variety of topics including
entrepreneurship, wellness, self-care, and following your dreams. Jaime
acquired Portland Made, a business networking company, and in May 2019
she will launch Supermaker, an editorial platform projected to reach 2 million
monthly visits by 2020.

Promotion

Sales Rep
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Superfood Slaw
Vegetable Solutions for Busy People
by Jill Greenwood
SUPERSLAW includes high-nutrient vegetable-based recipes that will
empower habits for a healthier diet, boost your energy, improve your immunity,
and help you recover after exercise. The slaws can be whizzed up in any food
processor (or with a knife and chopping board) making preparation simple and
fun for those with busy lifestyles.
In addition to 60 base recipes of nutritionally dense, micro-chopped
vegetables, 120 tips suggest how to transform the slaws using tasty toppers
such as nuts, grains, and meats, as well as how to morph them into
substantial, flavorsome meals including soups, wraps, and bakes. These
delicious SuperSlaws provide maximum nutrition, variety, value, and taste,
and don’t require any extra time or effort in the kitchen.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 21/20
7 x 8 • 160 pages
unjacketed hardcover, full-color photographs
throughout
9781452184937 • $24.95 • cl
Cooking / Specific Ingredients / Vegetables

Notes

Organized by nutritional benefits like hydrolyze, immunity, energy booster,
revitalize, recovery, thermic & spicy. These recipes are: superFAST,
superVERSATILE, superCONVENIENT, superRESOURCEFUL, superTASTY,
and superHEALTHY.

Author Bio
Jill Greenwood is a Manchester-based personal trainer who works with clients
to develop strength in both mind and body. She and her slaws have been
featured in Women’s Health UK, Choice UK, Lucky Break, Veggie, The Daily
Recipe, Red Online, Vegetarian Living UK, and Optimum Nutrition UK.

Promotion

Sales Rep
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Garden Party
illustrated by Helen Dardik
GARDEN PARTY is a girl-powered, nature-themed book on the work of Helen
Dardik. Her mostly black-and-white drawings are replicated from her
sketchbook and interspersed with quotes from classic books such as Alice in
Wonderland and The Secret Garden. Helen Dardik’s charming, whimsical
illustrations of girl-fairies, flora, and fauna create a magical, dreamy world. Her
aesthetic feels equal parts Scandinavian vintage-folk-modern and Japanese
Kawaii culture. Many of her characters are hybrid girl/plant creatures whose
friends include a menagerie of cats, dogs, and other critters. Her pen and ink
drawings are predominantly black-and-white with a limited palette of accent
colors.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
112 pages
Hardcover with rounded corners and elastic band,
more than 120 full-color photographs
9781797201078 • $28.95 • cl
Design / Graphic Arts / Illustration

Helen Dardik is a very accomplished illustrator and surface pattern designer
with a strong fan base of more than 279k followers on Instagram. She is
originally from Siberia and has lived in Ukraine and Israel and currently lives in
Ontario, Canada with her musician husband and her three young daughters.
She has illustrated numerous books and ancillary products for Running Press,
teNeues, Mudpuppy, and others, and has created many illustrated works for
numerous commercial clients in print and online.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Find Your Spark

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 1/20
9781797202969 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Mindful String Games
10 Games to Quiet Your Mind
by Chronicle Books
This is a mindful and reflective take on the traditional cat’s cradle, using the
string game to inspire mental calmness. The product includes a continuous
string and an instructional booklet with imaginative illustrations and step-bystep instructions for playing 15 games and finding mental focus in each one.
The string games, which have evocative names like Three Diamonds, The
Celtic Knot, and The Butterfly, are organized into three sections: easy games
to do on your own, complex games to do on your own, and sequences to do
with a friend. The instructional booklet also gives guidance on relaxing and
clearing your mind. Ultimately, the game is based on the idea that by focusing
on your hand motions and movement patterns, you will find stillness in your
thoughts.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
3.25 x 5.75 • 78 pages
Box with looped string and 100-page instruction
booklet, 1C illos throughout
9781452179681 • $22.50 • kit
Games / General • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Reductress Presents: Play the Patriarchy
A Card Game
by Sarah Pappalardo and Beth Newell, illustrated by Lisa
Tegtmeier
From the creators of REDUCTRESS comes a new card game that aims to
take down (or at least take a good jab at) the patriarchy. Inspired by some of
the most popular REDUCTRESS articles and recurring themes, PLAY THE
PATRIARCHY is a hilarious way to bash the patriarchy while enjoying game
night with your girlfriends.
The gameplay is similar to the bestselling CARDS AGAINST HUMANITY.
Here, the dealer (the Matriarch) selects a Prompt card and the other players
respond to that prompt with cards from their hand. In addition to Prompt cards,
there are Subject, Verb, and Descriptor cards, allowing players infinite
possibilities of riotous phrases. The Matriarch then selects the card
combination that most resonates with them, and that combo’s player becomes
the next Matriarch.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 18/20
300 pages
Box with 300 cards, 3-panel instruction booklet, fullcolor illustrations throughout
9781452180687 • $29.95 • board game
Games / Board • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Author Bio
Beth Newell and Sarah Pappalardo are the creators and coeditors of
REDUCTRESS: http://reductress.com/
Launched in 2013 as a satirical women’s magazine, REDUCTRESS takes on
the best and worst of woman-focused blogs, magazines, and consumer
culture. REDUCTRESS has become the Oprah Winfrey Network of women’s
media satire, with over 2.5 million unique site visitors a month, along with the
MOUTH TIME podcast, original theatricals, and live comedy shows across the
country.
Recently, REDUCTRESS was named the 2018 Webby Award winner for Best
Humor Site, beating out Funny or Die, College Humor, The Daily Show, and
Team Coco. Sarah and Beth were also recently named by ROLLING STONE
as two of the '50 Funniest People Right Now.

Sales Rep
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Piece It Together Family Puzzle: Catstronauts
illustrated by Kit Tyler Kazmier
A complementary puzzle for parent and child (or older and younger sibling) to
do together. A simple section of the puzzle features fewer and larger pieces,
while the other section features more and smaller pieces. When both parts are
finished, fit the two together to complete the scene!

Author Bio
Kit Tyler Kazmier graduated from Moore College of Art and Design with a BFA
in illustration. She is a freelance illustrator living in Jackson, New Jersey.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 17/20
6.5 x 8.63 • 100 pages
Box with hinged lid and 60 puzzle pieces inside (20
large pieces and 40 small pieces), full-color throughout
9781452174631 • $21.99 • puzzle
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Size & Shape • Ages age
3 to 99 • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Piece It Together Family Puzzle: Purrmaid Paradise
illustrated by Kit Tyler Kazmier
A complementary puzzle for parent and child (or older and younger sibling) to
do together. A simple section of the puzzle features fewer and larger pieces,
while the other section features more and smaller pieces. When both parts are
finished, fit the two together to complete the scene!

Author Bio
Kit Tyler Kazmier graduated from Moore College of Art & Design with a BFA in
illustration. She is a freelance illustrator living in Jackson, New Jersey.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 17/20
11.38 x 5.75 • 24 pages
Box with hinged lid and 60 puzzle pieces inside (20
large pieces and 40 small pieces), full-color throughout
9781452174648 • $21.99 • puzzle
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Size & Shape • Ages age
3 to 99 • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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LEAD

Baby Goat: Finger Puppet Book
by Chronicle Books, illustrated by Yu-Hsuan Huang
Bursting with color and charm, this finger puppet book lets babies and
inquisitive toddlers touch, feel, and explore their growing world.
Newborns will love snuggling up with Baby Goat! Baby Goat plays,
climbs, meets new friends, and drifts off to bedtime with her loving family.
Featuring a plush finger puppet that peeks into each lovingly illustrated page,
Baby Goat will delight infants and parents alike.
• Baby Goat's bright and colorful cloth finger puppet is ideal for little hands to
grow and engage their motor skills.
• A sweet and simple new baby gift-just the thing for baby showers and
birthdays
• Easy sentences and charming illustrations make Baby Goat a perfect
bedtime story.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
4.38 x 4.38 • 12 pages
Board book with attached finger plush puppet, fullcolor throughout
9781452181714 • $11.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Baby Animals • Ages age 0
to 3
Series: Little Finger Puppet Board Books

Recommended for fans of Babies on the Farm: A Lift the Flap Board
Book, Baby Giraffe: Finger Puppet Board Book, and Old MacDonald Had
a Farm: Finger Puppet Board Book
• Family Read Aloud Books
• Newborn and Toddler Board Books Ages 0-3
• Baby Animal Books
Yu-Hsuan Huang, also known as Smallx2, is an illustrator and artist from
Taichung City, Taiwan, where she lives with her family and cats.

Notes

Author Bio

Promotion

Yu-Hsuan Huang, also known as Smallx2, is an illustrator and artist from
Taichung City, Taiwan, where she lives with her family and cats.

Sales Rep
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LEAD

Baby Kitten: Finger Puppet Book
by Chronicle Books, illustrated by Yu-Hsuan Huang
Bursting with color and charm, this finger puppet book lets babies and
inquisitive toddlers touch, feel, and explore their growing world.
Newborns will love snuggling up with Baby Kitten! Baby Kitten wakes up,
purrs with mama, plays, climbs, meets a butterfly, and drifts off to bedtime with
his brother and sister. Featuring a plush finger puppet that peeks into each
lovingly illustrated page, Baby Kitten will delight infants and parents alike.
• Baby Kitten's bright and colorful cloth finger puppet is ideal for little hands to
grow and engage their motor skills.
• A sweet and simple new baby gift-just the thing for baby showers and
birthdays
• Easy sentences and charming illustrations make Baby Kitten a perfect
bedtime story.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
4.38 x 4.38 • 12 pages
Board book with attached finger plush puppet, fullcolor throughout
9781452181721 • $11.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Baby Animals • Ages age 0
to 3
Series: Little Finger Puppet Board Books

Notes

Recommended for fans of Kitten and friends and Baby Touch and Feel:
Kittens.
• Family Read Aloud Books
• Newborn and Toddler Board Books Ages 0-3
• Baby Animal Books
Yu-Hsuan Huang, also known as Smallx2, is an illustrator and artist from
Taichung City, Taiwan, where she lives with her family and cats.

Author Bio
Yu-Hsuan Huang, also known as Smallx2, is an illustrator and artist from
Taichung City, Taiwan, where she lives with her family and cats

Promotion

Sales Rep
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Best in Show
by by (photographer) Dolly Faibyshev
Best in Show is a collection of photographs of well-groomed and awardwinning dogs by New York City-based photographer Dolly Faibyshev.
The images from the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show and beyond focus
on the unique-and often humorous-relationship between each dog and their
handler.
Dolly Faibyshev focuses on kitsch, irony, and the larger than life human
and canine characters that make up Best in Show . The result is a colorful,
vibrant, campy, and satirical take on this specific slice of Americana.
• The colorful, closely cropped juxtapositions of each coiffed canine contestant
and their dedicated human are both humorous and charming.
• Sure to delight fans of all breeds of dogs
• A universal and ideal gift for all canine lovers with a sense of humor
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 4/20
132 pages
Hardcover with gold foil stamping on cover and gold
metallic printing on endpapers, more than 120 fullcolor photographs
9781452183350 • $35.95 • cl
Photography / Subjects & Themes / Plants & Animals

Notes
Promotion

Best in Show captures a specific subculture of dog devotees primarily
from the infamous Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show at Madison
Square Garden in New York.
• A perfect gift for anyone who is completely and totally obsessed with dogs
and the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show
• Photographers and contemporary art lovers will also love this celebration of
Dolly Faibyshev's work
• Great for fans of The Dogist: Photographic Encounters with 1,000 Dogs by
Elias Weiss Friedman, Dogs by Lewis Blackwell and Tim Flach, and
Underwater Dogs by Seth Casteel

Author Bio
Dolly Faibyshev is a New York City-based photographer.

Sales Rep
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Icons
50 Heroines Who Shaped Contemporary Culture
by Micaela Heekin, by (artist) Monica Ahanonu
Icons features colorful portraits of 50 of the most admired women in the
fields of music, politics, human rights, and film.
This diverse and inclusive collection features the world's most inspiring
women, including Michelle Obama, Beyonce, Aretha Franklin, Dolly Parton,
Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Yayoi Kusama and so many more.
From singers to writers, activists to artists, politicians to filmmakers,
Icons is a celebration of the strength of women. Illustrated by Monica
Ahanonu, each portrait is accompanied by a short biography about what
makes each woman a force to be reckoned with.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 25/20
8.5 x 8 • 112 pages
Hardcover with raised chipboard cover, 50 full-color
illustrations
9781797201351 • $35.95 • cl
Design / Graphic Arts / Illustration

Notes
Promotion

• The ultimate gift for women to women: mom-to-daughter, daughter-to-mom,
friend-to-friend
• Keep it out on the coffee table to read about the lives and accomplishments
of each woman, or simply enjoy the enigmatic portraits.
Ahanonu's illustrated portraits are both easily recognizable and also an
artistic take on each featured woman's likeness and identity.
• A smart and empowering collection of female role models
• A great gift for Mother's Day, birthdays, graduations, and Women's History
Month
• Perfect for those who loved In the Company of Women: Inspiration and
Advice from over 100 Makers, Artists, and Entrepreneurs by Grace Bonney
and Bygone Badass Broads: 52 Forgotten Women Who Changed the World
by Mackenzi Lee

Author Bio
Micaela Heekin is a writer who lives and works in San Francisco, California.
Monica Ahanonu is a Los Angeles-based illustrator who has done work for the
New York Times, Nylon magazine, InStyle, Tinder, Vice, Curbed LA,
Dreamworks, and many more trendsetting clients.

Sales Rep
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Icons: 50 Legendary Women in Music Notecards
by by (artist) Monica Ahanonu
This boxed set of notecards and envelopes features bold, colorful illustrated
portraits of 20 of the most admired women in contemporary culture, including
Michelle Obama, Beyonce, Aretha Franklin, Dolly Parton, Oprah Winfrey, Ruth
Bader Ginsburg, Yayoi Kusama, Lady Gaga, Diana Ross, and more.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 25/20
4.38 x 5.56 • 20 pages
Box with tray and thumbcut, 20 cards and envelopes,
20 full-color illustrations
9781797201368 • $24.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

• 20 blank full-color notecards and 20 envelopes in a keepsake box with a
pull-out tray
• Ahanonu's illustrated portraits are both easily recognizable and also an
artistic take on each of the featured women's likenesses and identities.
• This collection of smart, positive, empowering female role models makes an
ideal gift for women you love-for Mother's Day, a birthday, a graduation, or just
because.
• If you've been inspired by other illustrated collections about strong women,
like In the Company of Women, Bad Girls Throughout History, Wonder
Women, Bygone Badass Broads, and the Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls
series, you'll love this notecard set.
Monica Ahanonu is a Los Angeles-based illustrator who has done work for the
New York Times, Nylon magazine, InStyle, Tinder, Vice, Curbed LA,
Dreamworks, and many more trendsetting clients.

Author Bio
Monica Ahanonu is a Los Angeles-based illustrator who has done work for the
New York Times, Nylon magazine, InStyle, Tinder, Vice, Curbed LA,
Dreamworks, and many more trendsetting clients.

Promotion

Sales Rep
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Words to Live By
illustrated by Jade Purple Brown
WORDS TO LIVE BY features a curated list of 50 inspiring quotes by 50
inspiring women illustrated by Jade Purple Brown. This book includes Jade’s
custom illustrated typography alongside her graphic, colorful illustrations of
inspiring images of women, nature, and more. Jade Purple Brown’s illustrated
quotes illuminate these uplifting and positive messages by remarkable
women. Quotes such as: 'When they go low, we go high' by Michelle Obama,
'Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement' Helen Keller, 'What you do
makes a difference, and you have to decide what kind of difference you want
to make' by Jane Goodall, 'Turn your wounds into wisdom' by Oprah Winfrey
and many more are included here.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 25/20
112 pages
Hardcover with gold foil stamping, 50 full-color
illustrations and quotes
9781797201054 • $24.95 • cl
Design / Graphic Arts / Illustration

Jade Purple Brown is a New York-based, African-American illustrator who has
done work for Apple, Brit + Co, Apartment Therapy, Tinder, Lenny Letter, and
more.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Words to Live By Notecards
illustrated by Jade Purple Brown
This set of 20 notecards features the illustrated quotes and artwork from the
book WORDS TO LIVE BY by Jade Purple Brown. This colorful keepsake
boxed set features bold and beautiful illustrations making it an ideal gift item.

Author Bio
Jade Purple Brown is a New York-based, African-American illustrator who has
done work for Apple, Brit + Co, Apartment Therapy, Tinder, Lenny Letter, and
more.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 25/20
4.38 x 5.56 • 20 pages
box with tray and thumbcut, 20 cards and envelopes,
10 illustrated quotes and 10 graphic illustrations
9781797201061 • $24.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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My Brother the Duck
by Pat Zietlow Miller
A new sibling book with humor, heart, and a dash of the scientific
process sure to delight young readers.
Is Stella's new baby brother a duck?
All the evidence seems to be pointing in that direction, but Stella knows that
scientists can't just wing it. Further research is definitely required.
This sweet and silly book is just ducky for new siblings, fledgling scientists and
anyone who loves a good laugh.
• Read-aloud books for children and siblings
• New baby gift for siblings
• Pat Zietlow Miller has published numerous children's books, including the
critically acclaimed Be Kind.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 21/20
8.75 x 8 • 40 pages
9781452142838 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / General (See Also Headings
Under Social Situations) • Ages age 3 to 5

Notes
Promotion

Picture-book-reading new siblings who enjoyed The New Small Person,
Little Miss Big Sis, and Julius Baby of the World will love the sweet and
silly humor of My Brother the Duck .
• Children's books for ages 3-5
• New siblings, big sister books
• STEM principles
Pat Zietlow Miller is the is the award-winning picture book author of Be Kind,
Sophie's Squash, Sharing the Bread, The Quickest Kid in Clarksville, and
Wherever You Go, among others.
Daniel Wiseman is a growing presence in children's books, having illustrated
a dozen books in the past three years.

Author Bio
Pat Zietlow Miller is the is the award-winning picture book author of Be Kind,
Sophie's Squash, Sharing the Bread, The Quickest Kid in Clarksville, and
Wherever You Go, among others.
Daniel Wiseman is a growing presence in children's books, having illustrated
a dozen books in the past three years.

Sales Rep
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The Kids on the Bus
by Kirsten Hall, illustrated by Melissa Crowton
Take a turn on this busy bus to discover what everyone is feeling. Spin the
wheel to match the feeling to the scene, then sing along with the familiar song
in this creative introduction to emotions. A fun, updated take on the classic
children’s song, this novelty board book shaped like a stylishly modern bus will
have kids acting and singing along—and reflecting on their own varied
emotions.

Author Bio
Kirsten Hall is an author and literary agent. She lives in New York City.
Melissa Crowton is an illustrator. She lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
7 x 6 • 16 pages
Shaped board book with die-cuts throughout and a
moveable wheel, full-color throughout
9781452168258 • $14.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings • Ages
age 2 to 4

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Ivy and Bean One Big Happy Family (Book 11)
by Annie Barrows, illustrated by Sophie Blackall
This story defies expectations of what an early chapter book can be."
School Library Journal
"Ivy and Bean are irresistible." Kirkus Reviews, starred review
Annie Barrows's bestselling chapter book series, Ivy & Bean, is a
classroom favorite and has been keeping kids laughing - and reading-for
more than a decade! With more than 6 million copies in print, Ivy + Bean
return with a brand-new book for a new generation!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
5.5 x 7.25 • 128 pages
Paperback
9781452169101 • $8.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Friendship • Ages age 6 to 9

Notes
Promotion

Now in paperback! Ivy's worried. She's read a lot of books about only
children, so she knows that they are sometimes spoiled rotten. They don't
share their toys. They never do any work. They scream and cry when they
don't get their way. Spoiler alert! Ivy doesn't have any brothers or sisters.
That's why she's worried. How can she keep from getting spoiled? She could
give away all her clothes, but she'd probably get in trouble. She could give
away all her toys, but she likes her toys. There's really only onesolution: she
needs a baby sister, on the double! Luckily, Ivy and Bean know just where to
get one.
• Fantastic fun for 1st- to 4th-grade readers, teachers, parents, and
grandparents
• Funny and heartwarming; early readers will love the continuing adventures
of best friends Ivy and Bean.
• Strong positive characters for girls and great lessons on friendship in an
easy-to-follow chapter book.
For young chapter book (...)

Author Bio
Annie Barrows is a bestselling author of books for both children and adults,
including the YA novel Nothing, and the bestselling novel The Guernsey
Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society . She lives in Northern California with her
husband and two daughters.
Sophie Blackall has illustrated over 20 books, which have won awards such
as the Caldecott Medal, the Ezra Jack Keats Award, and the Founders Award
from the Society of Illustrators. She lives in Brooklyn, New York.

Sales Rep
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A Good Meal Is Hard to Find
Storied Recipes from the Deep South
by Amy C. Evans and Martha Hall Foose
A Good Meal Is Hard to Find is more than just a cookbook: it's a love
letter to the women and food of the Deep South.
With charming narratives, visual storytelling, and delectable recipes, A
Good Meal Is Hard to Find is everything you've ever wanted in a
Southern cookbook.
Inside are 60 go-to recipes organized into five chapters-Morning's
Glories, Lingering Lunches, Dinner Dates & Late-Night Takes, Afternoon
Pick-Me-Ups, and Anytime Sweets. Written by award-winning cookbook
author and Southern food expert Martha Hall Foose.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 28/20
8 x 8 • 160 pages
HC, unjacketed, more than 60 full-color paintings
9781452169781 • $35.95 • cl
Cooking / American / Southern States

Notes
Promotion

• Each of the 60 recipes opens with a short vignette about a story about a
unique Southern character.
• Divided into five chapters from breakfast to dinner, with cocktails and
desserts in between
• Recipes paired with gorgeous, vintage-inspired oil paintings by Amy C.
Evans
Inspired by generations of storytelling and Southern comfort food, this
genre-bending cookbook is a must-have for cookbook lovers, vintage
collectors, and Southern cooking enthusiasts alike.
Recipes include Francine's Strawberry-Glazed Doughnuts, Camille's
Bridge Club Egg Salad, The Suzy B's Spinach and Mushroom Frito Pie,
Stella's Harissa Gold Chicken, and Estelle's Butterscotch Pound Cake.
• Master the art of traditional Southern cooking and soul food.
• Perfect for fans of Poole's: Recipes and Stores from a Modern Diner by
Ashley Christensen, Magnolia Table by Joanna Gaines, and Heritage by Sean
Brock
• A great cookbook gift for readers of Southern Living and Garden & Gun

Author Bio
Martha Hall Foose is a Southern cookbook author who has written such titles
as SCREEN DOORS AND SWEET TEA and A SOUTHERLY COURSE, and
was coauthor of MY TWO SOUTHS. She lives in Mississippi with her family.
Amy C. Evans is an artist, a writer, an educator, and an independent
documentarian based in Houston, Texas.

Sales Rep
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Who Loves Books?
by Lizi Boyd
The second title in Lizi Boyd’s Flip-Flap Book series—this one celebrating
books and reading.

Author Bio
Lizi Boyd is the author and illustrator of more than 30 books for children,
including Inside Outside, which received four starred reviews, Flashlight,
which won the prestigious Bologna Ragazzi Award, Big Bear, Little Chair,
which was a New York Times Notable Book, and the recently published Night
Play . She lives in Norwich, Vermont.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
5.75 x 11.5 • 18 pages
full-color illustrations throughout
9781452170978 • $18.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / General • Ages age 0 to 3

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Rain Boy
by Dylan Glynn
A heartfelt picture book about differences, acceptance, and loving
yourself for who you are.
Wherever he goes, Rain Boy brings wet-which means he's not very popular.
Sun Kidd brings sunshine everywhere she goes, so everyone loves her. Only
Sun Kidd sees what's special about Rain Boy. But when she invites him to her
birthday party, disaster strikes, and Rain Boy storms. Now the world is nothing
but rain. Will the other kids ever love Rain Boy for being himself? And. more
importantly, can Rain Boy learn to love his rain? Debut author and illustrator
Dylan Glynn's colorful and evocative illustrations color this story with all the
emotions of the rainbow in this universal story of reaching out to those who
look different from you, making new friends, and learning to love yourself.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 21/20
9 x 9 • 40 pages
9781452172804 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance
• Ages age 3 to 5

Notes

• Important lessons on acceptance, bullying, self-reliance and empathy told in
a beautifully illustrated, accessible story
• A great read-aloud book for families of children struggling to fit in and find
their self-confidence
• Perfect book for educators, caregivers, and librarians to help with lessons on
bullying, kindness, LGBQT themes, and friendship
Fans of One, The Big Umbrella, and Be Kind will find Rain Boy 's striking
artwork and positive message an important addition to their bookshelf.
• Read-aloud books for kids age 3-5
• #ownvoices
• Kindness books for kids

Promotion
Dylan Glynn studied animation at Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario, and
La Poudriere in Valence, France. Dylan's work has been recognized by and
exhibited in Society of Illustrators, American Illustration, Somerset House, and
the Canadian Screen Awards. He is based in Toronto.

Author Bio
Dylan Glynn studied animation at Sheridan College in Oakville, Ontario, and
La Poudriere in Valence, France. Dylan's work has been recognized by and
exhibited in Society of Illustrators, American Illustration, Somerset House, and
the Canadian Screen Awards. He is based in Toronto.

Sales Rep
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Roadmap
The Get-It-Together Guide for Figuring Out What To Do with
Your Life
by Created by Brian McAllister, Mike Marriner and Nathan
Gebhard
The New York Times bestseller is back! The career workbook Roadmap
isbetter than ever.
Roadmap has been updated and expanded with tons of brand new contentincluding chapters on changing directions mid-career and not letting your past
define your future.
Through inspirational stories and interviews, journal-like prompts, and
practical career development information, this helpful resource will steer
students, recent graduates, and career-changers toward an authentic, fulfilling
life.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
7.25 x 9.25 • 368 pages
50 B&W and 50 full-color photographs
9781452173443 • $35.95 • pb
Bus & Econ / Careers / General

• Features fresh perspectives from people like singer-songwriter John Legend,
surfing world champion Layne Beachley, and MacArthur fellow and radio host
Jad Abumrad
• Full of advice for people seeking a fulfilling work life that will make them
happy and keep them engaged
• A self-mapped guide to creating a rewarding and satisfying work life

Notes

Roadtrip Nation, based in Costa Mesa, was founded by Nathan Gebhard,
Mike Marriner, and Brian McAllister in 2001, and has grown into a
national career exploration movement, educational organization, and
PBS series.

Promotion
Since its original publication in 2015, the team at Roadtrip Nation has
continued to travel the world and interview accomplished individuals
about their path to success.
• A great gift for recent college graduates, interns, or anyone questioning their
career path and in need of advice and a fresh perspective
• Useful as a resource for career advisers, educators, and companies who (...)

Author Bio
Roadtrip cofounders Nate Gebhard, Brian McAllister, and Mike Marriner are
college pals who started Roadtrip Nation when they set out on a cross-country
trip in a beat-up green RV with the idea of approaching established
professionals they admired and interviewing them about how they got where
they were in their work lives. Fifteen years later, Roadtrip Nation has
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Incredible Women of the All-American Girls
Professional Baseball League
by Anika Orrock
THE INCREDIBLE WOMEN OF THE ALL-AMERICAN GIRLS
PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL LEAGUE invites readers back to America in
1941, to a time when, more than any single industry, figure, or icon, the sport
of baseball shaped and defined the American identity. But the national
pastime as a professional sport was on the verge of collapse with the majority
of its players drafted to fight in World War II—until Philip K. Wrigley had an
idea: Women would save baseball.
This fully illustrated history tells the story of women’s first 'league of their own,'
the All-American Girl’s Professional Baseball League (1943–1954), as told
through the engaging voices of the people who knew it best: the players!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
160 pages
hardcover, unjacketed, full-color illustrations
throughout
9781452173641 • $27.95 • cl
History / Women

Notes
Promotion

Author Anika Orrock has collected a range of funny, charming, wince-worthy
and heart-warming vignettes as told by the players themselves from their
various experiences playing in the AAGBPL, from the very first tryouts to
barnstorming around the country and sliding into home base in Leaguemandated skirts and lipstick. Beginning with a brief history of the founding of
the league, the players’ stories are woven together with press coverage of the
league, player statistics, and historical beats to form a single narrative of their
experiences, struggles, and impressions of a time when being a woman in a
professional sports league was revolutionary. The book runs from the league’s
foundation in 1943 to the final season in 1954 and is fully rendered in Anika’s
own fun and energetic illustrative style that serves to illuminate the stories of
this time with compassion, enthusiasm, and a wry humor for (...)

Author Bio
Anika Orrock is a writer, illustrator, designer, and baseball nerd, currently
working as a storyboard artist and character designer in the animation
industry. She lives in Nashville, Tennesee.
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Family Field Trip
Explore Art, Food, Music, and Nature with Kids
by Erin Austen Abbott
With more than 40 family-friendly cultural activities and adventures,
Family Field Trip makes it easy to incorporate moments of learning and
exploration into life with kids.
In this engaging guide, parents and caretakers will find simple-to-follow
ideas and tips for cultural experiences the whole family can enjoy,
whether they are at home, exploring the neighborhood, or taking a
vacation.
Drawing on a range of popular experiential educational techniquesincluding Montessori, World Schooling, Forest Schooling, and moreFamily Field Trip is the perfect handbook for any family with young children
and an invaluable resource for raising kids who will grow into curious, wellrounded citizens of the world.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
7 x 8 • 192 pages
PB with flaps, full-color illustratiosn and photographs
throughout
9781452174143 • $28.95 • pb
Family & Relationships / Activities

Notes
Promotion

• Gives parents the tools and inspiration to turn the world into a giant field trip
full of opportunities to teach children cultural appreciation
• Provides parents with easy ways to incorporate learning, adventure, and
exploration into both travel and daily life
• Tackles a range of lessons and topics without being prescriptive or
overwhelming
By exploring sites, languages, and foods of the world, Family Field Trip
is an inspiring guide to raise globally minded kids who appreciate art,
food, music, nature, and more.
Activities include starting a supper club to introduce kids to the basics
of cooking, having conversations that encourage empathy and crosscultural understanding, designing fun scavenger hunts for any kind of
museum, exhibit, or park, packing for trips with kids, and more.
• Perfect for parents, grandparents, and caregivers who (...)

Author Bio
ERIN AUSTEN ABBOTT is a writer, early childhood educator, and former
traveling nanny. She writes about parenting, art, craft, design, and more on
her lifestyle blog, ameliapresents.com. Stories about Erin’s work have been
featured in the NEW YORK TIMES, the WALL STREET JOURNAL, REAL
SIMPLE, MOTHER MAG, DESIGN*SPONGE, and more. Her first book, HOW
TO MAKE IT, was published in 2017. She lives in Mississippi with her husband
and son.
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Everything She Touched
The Life of Ruth Asawa
by Marilyn Chase
Everything She Touched recounts the incredible life of the American
sculptor Ruth Asawa.
This is the story of a woman who wielded imagination and hope in the
face of intolerance and who transformed everything she touched into
art. In this compelling biography, author Marilyn Chase brings Asawa's story
to vivid life. She draws on Asawa's extensive archives and weaves together
many voices-family, friends, teachers, and critics-to offer a complex and
fascinating portrait of the artist.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
7.25 x 9.25 • 224 pages
hardcover, jacketed with silver metallic printing on
jacket, b/w and full-color photos throughout
9781452174402 • $42.95 • cl
Biography / Artists, Architects, Photographers

Notes

Born in California in 1926, Ruth Asawa grew from a farmer's daughter to a
celebrated sculptor. She survived adolescence in the World War II JapaneseAmerican internment camps and attended the groundbreaking art school at
Black Mountain College. Asawa then went on to develop her signature
hanging-wire sculptures, create iconic urban installations, revolutionize arts
education in her adopted hometown of San Francisco, fight through lupus,
and defy convention to nurture a multiracial family.
• A richly visual volume with over 60 reproductions of Asawa's art and archival
photos of her life (including portraits shot by her friend, the celebrated
photographer Imogen Cunningham)
• Documents Asawa's transformative touch-most notably by turning the
barbed wire of prison camps into wire sculptures of astonishing power and
delicacy
• Author Marilyn Chase mined Asawa's letters, diaries, sketches, and photos
and conducted interviews with those who knew her to tell this inspiring story.

Promotion
Ruth Asawa forged an unconventional path in everything she didwhether raising a multiracial family of (...)

Author Bio
Marilyn Chase is a journalist, author, and teacher. She spent over two
decades at the WALL STREET JOURNAL, covering medical science and
launching HEALTH JOURNAL, the paper’s personal health column. Her
previous books include THE BARBARY PLAGUE: THE BLACK DEATH IN
VICTORIAN SAN FRANCISCO. As a continuing lecturer at U.C. Berkeley’s
Graduate School of Journalism, Chase now teaches reporting and writing to a
new generation of journalists. She lives in San Francisco.
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Creative Notions
Notebook Collection
by Ted Vadakan and Angie Myung
Bring art into your every day!
Capture your ideas in these side-stitched, lined notebooks featuring colorful
geometric designs from Poketo.
• 3 paperback notebooks, 64 pages each, each with a unique cover design
• Each notebook is 6 x 81/2 inches-a great size for portability.
• Lined and dotted pages for easy writing
• Great for bullet journaling, note-taking, goal tracking, and list-making; or use
as a sketchbook, daily planner, gratitude journal, or travel log!
• The thoughtful package and playful design also makes an easy, attractive
gift for design aficionados, creatives, stationery enthusiasts, or fans of the
Poketo brand or the book Creative Spaces.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
6 x 8.5 • 64 pages
3-Notebook Set, full-color cover
9781452174761 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Poketo is a creative community and lifestyle brand based in Los Angeles.

Author Bio
Poketo is a creative community and lifestyle brand based in Los Angeles.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Creative Notes
20 Notecards and Envelopes
by Ted Vadakan and Angie Myung
Bring art into your every day!
Designed with Poketo's signature aesthetic, these bright, geometric notecards
in a unique, eye-catching design make it easy to stay in touch with friends and
loved ones.
• 20 folded blank notecards (five different designs, each in four colorways),
plus 20 full-color envelopes
• Perfect for thank-you notes, birthday wishes, or anytime greetings
• The thoughtful package and playful design also makes an easy, attractive
gift for design aficionados, creatives, stationery enthusiasts, or fans of the
Poketo brand or the book Creative Spaces.
Poketo is a creative community and lifestyle brand based in Los Angeles.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
4.38 x 5.56 • 20 pages
Boxed set of 20 notecards & envelopes, full-color
illustrations?5 designs in 4 colorways each
9781452174778 • $22.50 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Author Bio
Poketo is a creative community and lifestyle brand based in Los Angeles.

Notes
Promotion
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Creative Spark
A Journal to Inspire Bright Ideas
by Ted Vadakan and Angie Myung
Unplug. Take a walk. Let your mind wander to spark creativity.
With easy suggestions for refocusing and reigniting your imagination, this
thoughtfully designed journal from Poketo is the perfect place to doodle,
brainstorm, and generate bright ideas.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
6 x 8 • 176 pages
Flexibound journal, elastic band closure, interior
pocket, full-color with graphic elements throughout
9781452174785 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

• Flexible cover for durability
• 6 x 8 inches-the perfect size for taking on the go
• 176 dotted pages with colorful page borders
• Gusseted interior pocket for stashing cards or notes
• Elastic closure to keep everything together
• Perfect for fans of the Wreck This Journal series
• The thoughtful package and playful design also makes an easy, attractive
gift for design aficionados, creatives, stationery enthusiasts, or fans of the
Poketo brand or the book Creative Spaces.
Poketo is a creative community and lifestyle brand based in Los Angeles.

Author Bio
Poketo is a creative community and lifestyle brand based in Los Angeles.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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The Next President
by Kate Messner and Adam Rex
When George Washington became the FIRST President of the United States,
there were NINE future presidents already alive in America—doing things like
farm chores or studying medicine.
When JFK became the THIRTY-FIFTH president, there were TEN future
presidents already alive in America, doing things like hosting TV shows and
learning the saxophone.
And right now—today!—there are at LEAST ten future presidents alive in
America. They could be playing basketball, like Barack Obama, or helping in
the garden, like Dwight D. Eisenhower. They could be solving math problems
or reading books. They could be making art or already making change.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 31/20
12 x 9.6 • 48 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color illustrations throughout
9781452174884 • $26.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography & Autobiography /
Presidents & First Families (U.S.) • Ages age 8 to 12

Notes
Promotion

This compelling exploration of the presidents before they were presidents—as
kids, adventurers, journalists, prospectors, gun-slingers, TV hosts, and more!
—brings across powerfully that the presidents of the future could be practically
anyone . . . including YOU.

Author Bio
Kate Messner is an award-winning author whose many books for kids have
been selected as Best Books by the New York Times, Junior Library Guild,
IndieBound, and Bank Street College of Education. She lives on Lake
Champlain with her family.
Adam Rex is the author and illustrator of many beloved picture books and
novels, including Nothing Rhymes with Orange and the New York Times
bestseller Frankenstein Makes a Sandwich . He has worked with the likes of
Jon Scieszka, Mac Barnett, Jeff Kinney, and Neil Gaiman. He lives in Tucson,
Arizona.
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Nourish Me Home
125 Soul-Sustaining Recipes Inspired by the Elements
by Cortney Burns, photographs by Heami Lee
Nourish Me Home features 110 recipes in 6 chapters that pay homage to
the seasons and the elements of water, fire, air, and ether. The curious,
creative, fearless Cortney Burns-formerly of Bar Tartine-is back with a
personal cookbook project about nostalgia, immigration, and her own uniquely
delicious recipes
Cortney Burns's cooking always includes layered flavors and textures,
surprising ingredients, and healthful twists, and her recipes range from
weeknight turn-tos such as salads, soups, and vegetable-forward mains to the
homemade liqueurs and ferments she's famous for.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 21/20
8 x 10 • 304 pages
100 4C photographs throughout, 100+ recipes
9781452175850 • $50.00 • cl

Notes
Promotion

• Teaches readers how to convert their own experiences and sense of place
into kitchen inspiration and development of a personal cooking style
• Recipes cover mains to drinks and desserts to condiments, such as sauces
and pickled fruits
• Complete with hand-drawn illustrations and 100 vibrant photographs
As in Bar Tartine, the pantry of preserved foods forms the backbone of
this cookbook, adding all the physical and mental health benefits of
fermented foods and streamlining cooking.
The focus here is on healthy, vegetable-forward recipes, emphasizing
techniques for turning proteins into side dishes or seasonings, rather
than the main event.
• A groundbreaking project that connects seasonal cooking to raising one's
personal vibration
• Perfect for home cooks, those dedicated to mindfulness, fans of Cortney
Burns and Bar Tartine, foodies, professional chefs, and restaurateurs
• Add it to your collection of books like Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat: Mastering the
Elements of Good Cooking by Samin (...)

Author Bio
Cortney Burns is the executive chef and partner of Loom, a restaurant
opening in 2019 within Tourists, a new hotel and culinary destination in North
Adams, Massachusetts.
A graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Burns earned degrees in
Cultural Anthropology and South Asian Studies. She spent time in Nepal and
India, where she fell in love with the region’s exotic spices and flavors, as well
as Australia, where she first began to cook professionally.
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Big Dreams, Daily Joys Journal
by Elise Blaha Cripe
Have fun getting things done!
This journal makes it easy (and enjoyable!) to accomplish your goals.
Featuring simple-to-follow prompts for reflecting on weekly progress and
setting attainable goals for the days ahead, these pages will help you
accomplish your to-dos, make time and space for what matters, and avoid
burnout. Whether you're starting a creative project, running a business, or
simply trying to get more done in day-to-day life, this encouraging companion
gives you the tools to achieve your dreams with joy andconfidence.
• 5 x 7 inches, 208 full-color pages
• Each spread includes easy-to-follow prompts for reflecting on recent
progress and goal-setting for the days ahead.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 21/20
6 x 8 • 208 pages
Full-color graphics throughout
9781452176550 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable

Notes
Promotion

A great gift or self-purchase for:
• Entrepreneurs, creatives, fans of daily journaling, and people interested in
personal growth
• People who use bullet journals and other productivity trackers and goalsetting logs
• Anyone who feels overwhelmed by endless to-do lists and the stresses of
daily life
• Anyone who has enjoyed books like Start Where You Are, The Crossroads
of Should and Must, or Big Dreams, Daily Joys
Elise Blaha Cripe is a creative entrepreneur and the author of Big Dreams,
Daily Joys . Her podcast, Elise Gets Crafty, features stories, interviews, and
advice for creatives and small business owners. She lives with her husband
and two daughters in San Diego, California.

Author Bio
Elise Blaha Cripe is a creative entrepreneur and the author of Big Dreams,
Daily Joys . Her podcast, Elise Gets Crafty, features stories, interviews, and
advice for creatives and small business owners. She lives with her husband
and two daughters in San Diego, California.
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Marimekko Kukka Notecards
by Marimekko
Bestselling line! Marimekko-one of the world's first lifestyle brands (and still
one of its best)-returns with a new boxed notecard collection featuring 16
beautiful floral designs.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
5.19 x 6.94 • 16 pages
box with lift-off lid, 16 full-color notecards, 16
envelopes, 16 full-color illustrations
9781452176703 • $24.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

• These 16 notecards, featuring cheerful floral prints in bold colors-are great
for sending to friends far and wide. Use them for birthday greetings, thank-you
notes, congratulations, or just to say hello.
• The notecard set also makes a lovely gift for Marimekko fans and admirers;
vintage enthusiasts; pattern people and color lovers; and design, fashion, and
lifestyle aficionados.
• Other Marimekko products (clothing, home goods, bedding, etc.) can be
quite expensive-these notecards are an affordable way to own some of the
brand's most desirable patterns.
• Box with lift-off lid, 16 full-color cards, 16 envelopes (and there are 16 unique
designs, so you'll never have to worry about sending the same card to the
same person twice).
Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle design house celebrated worldwide for its
original prints and vibrant colors. Since its founding in 1951, Marimekko has
helped people express their unique personalities through pattern and color,
with its high-quality fabrics, apparel, accessories, and housewares.
Marimekko has more than 100 stores in 40 countries worldwide, and its
United States flagship opened in New York City in 2011.

Author Bio
Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle design house celebrated worldwide for its
original prints and vibrant colors. Since its founding in 1951, Marimekko has
helped people express their unique personalities through pattern and color,
with its high-quality fabrics, apparel, accessories, and housewares.
Marimekko has more than 100 stores in 40 countries worldwide, and its
United States flagship opened in New York City in 2011.
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Marimekko Notebook Collection
(Saapaivakirja/Weather Diary)
by Marimekko
Bestselling line! Marimekko-one of the world's first lifestyle brands (and still
one of its best)-returns with a new notebook collection featuring three
gorgeous designs from its Weather Diary series.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
6 x 8.5 • 64 pages
3 paperback notebooks, lined pages
9781452176710 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

• These lined journals, featuring cheerful prints in bold colors, are great for
bullet journaling, note-taking, and list-making-or use as a daily planner,
gratitude journal, or travel log!
• Also makes a great gift for Marimekko fans and admirers; vintage
enthusiasts; pattern people and color lovers; and design, fashion, and lifestyle
aficionados
• Other Marimekko products (clothing, home goods, bedding, etc.) can be
quite expensive-these notebooks are an affordable way to own some of the
brand's most desirable patterns.
• Each paperback notebook is 6 x 81/2 inches, with 64 lined pages for easy
writing.
Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle design house celebrated worldwide for its
original prints and vibrant colors. Since its founding in 1951, Marimekko has
helped people express their unique personalities through pattern and color,
with its high-quality fabrics, apparel, accessories, and housewares.
Marimekko has more than 100 stores in 40 countries worldwide, and its
United States flagship opened in New York City in 2011.

Author Bio
Promotion

Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle design house celebrated worldwide for its
original prints and vibrant colors. Since its founding in 1951, Marimekko has
helped people express their unique personalities through pattern and color,
with its high-quality fabrics, apparel, accessories, and housewares.
Marimekko has more than 100 stores in 40 countries worldwide, and its
United States flagship opened in New York City in 2011.
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Marimekko: 50 Postcards
by Marimekko
Bestselling line! Marimekko-one of the world's first lifestyle brands (and still
one of its best)-returns with a new postcard collection featuring 50 bold and
colorful patterns.
• These 50 postcards, featuring cheerful prints in bold colors-are great for
sending to friends far and wide. Or hang them up for instantly chic and colorful
wall art!
• This card set makes a great gift for Marimekko fans and admirers; vintage
enthusiasts; pattern people and color lovers; and design, fashion, and lifestyle
aficionados.
• Other Marimekko products (clothing, home goods, bedding, etc.) can be
quite expensive-these postcards are an affordable way to own some of the
brand's most desirable patterns.
• The set contains 50 unique designs, so you'll never have to worry about
sending the same postcard to the same person twice.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
4.38 x 6.25 • 50 pages
box with hinged lid, lifting ribbon, 50 full-color
illustrations, shrink-wrapped
9781452176727 • $24.95 • postcard book or pack
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle design house celebrated worldwide for its
original prints and vibrant colors. Since its founding in 1951, Marimekko has
helped people express their unique personalities through pattern and color,
with its high-quality fabrics, apparel, accessories, and housewares.
Marimekko has more than 100 stores in 40 countries worldwide, and its
United States flagship opened in New York City in 2011.

Author Bio
Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle design house celebrated worldwide for its
original prints and vibrant colors. Since its founding in 1951, Marimekko has
helped people express their unique personalities through pattern and color,
with its high-quality fabrics, apparel, accessories, and housewares.
Marimekko has more than 100 stores in 40 countries worldwide, and its
United States flagship opened in New York City in 2011.
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How to Rule at Photography
50 Tips and Tricks for Using Your Phone's Camera
by Chronicle Books
How to Rule at Photography features 50 bite-size tips and tricks to help
you improve your photo skills with your phone's camera. Creating brilliant
photos with your phone isn't as hard as you might think, and the easy-to-follow
advice in this book goes way beyondselfie help.
Let these deceptively simple tips help you unleash your inner creativity
and upgrade your social media feed as you start snapping great shots
using only your phone. You'll not only learn actionable tips to make your
photos better-you'll learn how to develop your own personal style along the
way.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
4.5 x 6 • 104 pages
full-color illustrations throughout
9781452177571 • $18.95 • cl
Art / Techniques / General

• Simple and effective instructional content
• Features tips for amateur documentarians and aspiring social media
influencers
• Advice on how to pose for a portrait, get the best lighting, and edit images
like a pro using nothing but your smartphone
This book is the perfect easy-breezy volume for the person who wants to
up their phone photography game.
Part of the How to Rule series, a collection of tiny how-to books you can
take anywhere to improve your creative skills.

Notes
Promotion

• A perfect gift for aspiring and hobbyist photographers, art students,
Instagram addicts, and selfie takers
• Makes smartphone photography easy, approachable, and super fun
• Great for readers who enjoyed How to Create Stunning Digital Photography
by Tony Northrup, The Beginner's Photography Guide by Chris Gatcum, and
BetterPhoto Basics by Jim Miotke
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How to Rule at Drawing
50 Tips and Tricks for Sketching and Doodling
by Chronicle Books
How to Rule at Drawing features 50 bite-size tips and tricks to help you
improve your art skills. This easy-to-follow, irresistibly illustrated book will
get you in the habit of capturing not just what you see, but also what you feel.
Whether you're a beginner just learning the basics or an expert looking
to hone your skills, this handbook is the perfect easy-breezy volume for
anyone who wants to up their art-making game. The simple and actionable
takeaways will help readers take their sketching skills to new heights.
• Filled with irresistible illustrations from artist Rachel Harrell
• Accessible to beginners but still useful for the advanced artist
• Easy-to-follow instructional content
In How to Rule at Drawing, budding artists will discover new ways to
warm up, master new tools and techniques, and make good art.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
4.5 x 6 • 104 pages
Full-color illustrations throughout
9781452177588 • $18.95 • cl
Art / Techniques / Drawing

Notes
Promotion

Part of the How to Rule series, a collection of tiny how-to books you can
take anywhere to improve your creative skills.
• A perfect gift for aspiring and hobbyist artists, art students, burgeoning
creatives, sketchers, doodlers, and mark-makers of all sorts
• Makes drawing easy, approachable, and super fun
• Great for readers and artists who enjoyed How to Draw What You See by
Ruby De Reyna, Drawing for the Absolute Beginner: A Clear & Easy Guide to
Successful Drawing by Mark Willenbrink, and Draw the Draw 50 Way by Lee
J. Ames
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This Is My Bookstore
by Chronicle Books
Since 2014, Chronicle Books’ #thisismybookstore project has encouraged
Instagrammers to share photos of their favorite indie bookstores, which are
then featured weekly on Chronicle’s Instagram. This postcard box collects 100
of these gorgeous photos, each of which make you want to either cozy up in a
reading nook or embark on a bookstore-themed tour of the world. The photos
cover a global range of shops (stretching from Tokyo to London and from New
York City to Mexico City) and highlights iconic stores like Daunt Books or The
Last Bookstore alongside just as many little-known gems. The box itself
features a textured surface and lifting ribbon, making it a lovely gift for
bibliophiles.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
4.38 x 6.25 • 100 pages
box with hinged lid & textured surface, 100 full-color
postcards, lifting ribbon, shrink wrap
9781452177939 • $29.95 • postcard book or pack
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Bay Area Bike Rides Deck, Revised Edition
by Raymond Hosler
50 bike rides for every kind of cyclist completely revised and updated!
This revised and updated edition of the classic Bay Area Bike Rides Deck
offers brand new ways to explore the natural beauty and hidden gems of the
San Francisco Bay Area. The deck includes 50 cards comprised of mountain,
road, and casual bike rides, with routes for every kind of cyclist, from the less
experienced to the ambitious.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 25/20
4.06 x 5.63 • 50 pages
Box with lid, 50 cards, quad-fold intro card, 50 fullcolor maps, shrink-wrapped
9781452178882 • $23.95 • card deck
Travel / Special Interest / Bicycling • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

• The deck contains 50 ride cards plus one quad-fold intro card.
• Each card features a full-color map on the front and a route description and
detailed mileage log on the back.
• Cards are lightweight, durable, portable, and sweat-resistant, and fit in a bike
jersey pocket.
• Compared with the original edition, this deck includes 20 new rides and
essential updates to existing routes.
• A perfect gift or self-purchase for casual or dedicated bikers, whether they
are Bay Area locals or tourists
Ray Hosler rides his bicycle as a way of life-for commuting, grocery shopping,
and recreation. A former bicycle columnist for the San Francisco Chronicle, he
lives and cycles in Silicon Valley.

Author Bio
Ray Hosler rides his bicycle as a way of life-for commuting, grocery shopping,
and recreation. A former bicycle columnist for the San Francisco Chronicle, he
lives and cycles in Silicon Valley.
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Sound
Silence . . . to Hullabaloo . . . and Beyond!
by Romana Romanyshn and Andriy Lesiv
An award-winning visual tour of the world of sound.
Intriguing, informative, and endlessly fascinating, a book that makes
visible that which we otherwise only hear and feel as vibrations: SOUND.
Award-winning authors and artists Romana Romanyshyn and Andriy Lesiv
achieve a remarkable fusion of the scientific exploration of the phenomenon of
sound with a philosophic reflection on its nature that will appeal to inquisitive
children looking to learn more about science and nature. A stunning sequence
of rich infographics provoke the reader to listen . . . learn . . . and think.
Whether it's hearing noise, music, speech . . . or silence, no one will come
away from these pages without experiencing sound with new ears and a fresh
understanding.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
Full-color throughout
9781452179780 • $28.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Sense & Sensation •
Ages age 8 to 12

Notes
Promotion

• Stunning visual sophistication and compelling infographics will appeal to
adults as well as children.
• A perfect book for educators to share with children interested in STEM topics
• A fascinating overlooked topic that will help children explore complex ideas
about science and the natural world
Translated into over 20 languages! Winner of the Bologna Ragazzi Award
for best nonfiction book of the year.
The award-winning, visually stunning Sound will appeal to young
readers who enjoyed Animalium, Botanicum, Eye to Eye: How Animals
See the World, and Human Body: A Visual Encyclopedia .
• Science books for kids ages 8-12
• Biology books for kids
• Human physiology books for kids
The accessible, kid-friendly visuals throughout Sound help children to
connect with STEM topics and learn surprising and interesting (...)

Author Bio
The husband and wife team Romana Romanyshyn and Andriy Lesiv, share an
art studio, AGRAFKA, in Lviv, Ukraine. Sound, together with its companion
Sight (coming Fall 2020) were the co-winners of the Bologna Ragazzi Award
in 2018. Visit them at agrafkastudio.myportfolio.com.
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I Can Be Anything
by Shinsuke Yoshitake
A laugh-out-loud guessing game bedtime book!
It's time for bed, but Natsumi has a brilliant idea, even better than going
to sleep: She'll pretend to be something and Mom will guess what she
is! Ready?
Is she a caterpillar?
An arrow sign?
An upside-down bug?
Take your best guess, then laugh along with Natsumi and her mom as they
play a pre-bedtime game of charades full of silliness and surprises!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
8 x 8 • 56 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color illustrations throughout
9781452180380 • $22.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play • Ages age 3 to 5

• A delightfully silly read-aloud book for young children that helps soften
bedtime routines
• Part picture book, part guessing game! The interactive nature will keep kids
turning the page!
• Perfect book for toddlers
Fans of Guess Again, Interrupting Chicken, and Max and the Won't Go
to Bed Show will love the clever kid-friendly humor of I Can Be
Anything .

Notes

• Family read-aloud books for ages 3-5
• Guessing game books for toddlers

Promotion

Author Bio
Shinsuke Yoshitake is the author-illustrator of THE BORING BOOK and THE I
WONDER BOOKSTORE and the creator of many award-winning picture
books. His books have been translated into more than 8 languages. He lives
in Japan.

Sales Rep
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Barkus Dog Dreams
Book 2
by Patricia MacLachlan, illustrated by Marc Boutavant
Fans will be begging for more." - Horn Book Magazine
"The charm is infectious." - New York Times
From Newbery-award winning author Patricia MacLachlan comes the
second book in the delightful Barkus series.
Now in paperback! The lovable Barkus and his lucky young owner romp
through the pages of this delightful series from Newbery Medal-winning author
Patricia MacLachlan. The simple text told in short chapters is just right for
children ready to take their first steps toward reading on their own.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
7 x 8 • 56 pages
full-color illustrations thorughout
9781452180809 • $9.99 • pb
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Ages age 6 to 9

• The adventures of Barkus are perfect for early readers expanding their
reading skills as well as children still enjoying picture books.
• Ideal for children learning about friendship
• For young readers who love dogs and other pets
Fans of Henry and Mudge, Biscuit, Amelia Bedelia and The Poet's Dog
will love Patricia MacLachlan's Barkus books.
• For early readers ages 6-9
• Great early/pre-chapter book for grades 2-5
• Dog books for early readers

Notes
Promotion

Patricia MacLachlan is a versatile and prolific author whose titles range from
picture books to novels, including the Newbery Medal-winning Sarah, Plain
and Tall . Barkus was inspired by the imagined adventures of her neighbor's
dog. She lives in Massachusetts.
Marc Boutavant is an internationally acclaimed illustrator. His work has been
(...)

Author Bio
Patricia MacLachlan is a versatile and prolific author whose titles range from
picture books to novels, including the Newbery Medal-winning Sarah, Plain
and Tall . Barkus was inspired by the imagined adventures of her neighbor's
dog. She lives in Massachusetts.
Marc Boutavant is an internationally acclaimed illustrator. His work has been
featured in the New York Times and the New Yorker as well as numerous
children's books, including Around the World with Mouk and For Just One
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Disco Cube Cocktails
100+ innovative recipes for artful ice and drinks
by Leslie Kirchhoff
Disco Cube Cocktails is a '70s-inspired cocktail book based on the
magical properties of ice.
With 65 recipes for flavorful ice and the drinks that go with them, home
bartenders can learn new icy creations to elevate any classic drink, infuse
new flavor into a sipper as the ice melts, or impress friends at a party with a
frosty punch bowl.
Inspired by unique ice in fancy bars and the over-the-top style of the
'70s, Leslie Kirchhoff started making specialty ice for high-end clients.
Now you can do the same at home with recipes that offer more than just a
classic cube.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
6 x 8 • 176 pages
unjacketed hardcover, full-color photographs
throughout
9781452180816 • $27.95 • cl
Cooking / Beverages / Wine & Spirits

• Unlock the secrets to fancy ice cubes-from clear ice to layered cubes to
spheres that are liquid inside.
• Perfect gift for home mixologists looking to improve their drinks, as well as
casual drinkers who want to liven up their nightly routine
• Ice recipes and cocktails are paired with psychedelic photography and disco
playlists.
There are one-ingredient cubes to elevate any drink, infused ice to add
flavor to simple cocktails, and pairings where ice and drink come
together to make a concoction that you (and your guests) won't forget.

Notes
Recipes include such inspiring concoctions as an Indochine Iced Coffee
with Coffee Cubes, a White Negroni with Lemon Twist Cubes (...)

Promotion

Author Bio
Leslie Kirchhoff created a name for herself as an artist, photographer, and DJ,
shooting regularly for outlets like VOGUE, GLAMOUR, GQ, and TEEN
VOGUE, and brands like Michael Kors, H&M, and Topshop, to name a few.
She is a highly sought-after DJ with a long roster of clients, including Louis
Vuitton, Dolce & Gabbana, American Express, and many more. She now lives
in Los Angeles and is focused on Disco Cubes (originally a side hustle that
took off), which seamlessly incorporates all of her creative passions into one
exciting venture.
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Cross Country
A 3700-Mile Run to Explore Unseen America
by Rickey Gates
In 2017, professional runner Rickey Gates ran 3,700 miles across the
continental United States with just a small backpack and an
anthropologist's curiosity to discover the divided America in which we
live.
In the book Cross Country, Gates documents this epic experience from South
Carolina to San Francisco, sharingfirst-person essays, interviews, and
over 200 photographs of the ordinary and extraordinary people and places
he saw along the way.
While Gates delivers unparalleled insight into the extreme athletic and mental
challenge of this transcontinental run, running is not the core focus of Cross
Country -it is a story of the remarkable people across the United States who
we would otherwise never meet.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
7.25 x 9.25 • 256 pages
full-color photographs throughout, unjacketed
9781452180885 • $35.95 • cl
Travel / Pictorials

• A photographic travelogue that follows along Rickey Gates's run across the
country, and the individuals who live in it
• Filled with portraits, landscapes, and collages of towns and communities that
most people have never seen
• From South Carolina to San Francisco, the five-month-long run covers 3,700
miles of hiking trails, rivers, and roads.

Notes

Gates slept in the rain, carried meager possessions on his back, ran
through the night, endured mental and physical challenges, and
survived on a staple of gas station hot dogs and Pop Tarts.

Promotion

Delivering a patchwork portrait of America, Gates's captivating story
captures the spirit of our country-that grit, determination, and
compassion are qualities that can unite us all.
• Perfect gift for runners, hikers, and lovers of the outdoors, as well as (...)

Author Bio
Rickey Gates is a professional runner with a devout following of athletes,
writers and artists. Gates has run in races on all seven continents, traveled to
47 countries, and written about his adventures for Runner’s World,Trail
Runner Magazine, and The Red Bulletin. In addition to those publications, he
has been featured in Outside Magazine, Competitor Magazine, and many
others in Europe and beyond. He is regularly invited to speak at races and
adventure film fests, many of which have featured Gates in films produced by
his main sponsor, Salomon. His recent engagements include The Forward
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49-Mile Scenic Drive Notebook Collection
by 3 Fish Studios
Show your love for San Francisco!
Established in 1938, the 49-Mile Scenic Drive is a historical route highlighting
San Francisco's major sights and landmarks. This trio of notebooks features
colorful interpretations of the iconic road sign that marks this legendary drive.
• 3 paperback notebooks, 6 x 8 1/2 inches each, 64 pages each
• One notebook is lined, one is blank, and one is gridded.
• A perfect gift for anyone who loves the City by the Bay, or a lovely, useful
souvenir for locals and visitors alike
• Use these notebooks for bullet journaling, note-taking, goal tracking, and listmaking; or as a daily planner, gratitude journal, or travel log!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
6 x 8.5 • 64 pages
3 papberback notebooks with center-sewn binding (1
lined, 1 blank, 1 dotted), full-color cover illustrations, 1color interiors, polybagged
9781452181189 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

3 Fish Studios is a San Francisco-based printmaking and painting studio that
creates beautiful images of San Francisco and California icons, including the
state bear (hugging California), the 49-Mile Scenic Drive signs, and more. Eric
Rewitzer and Annie Galvin, the founders of 3 Fish Studios, are husband and
wife, and printmakers and painters. They've exhibited their work throughout
California and Europe. San Francisco's Outer Sunset is home to their
workshop and studio, where art happensdaily and visitors are always
welcome.

Author Bio
3 Fish Studios is a San Francisco-based printmaking and painting studio that
creates beautiful images of San Francisco and California icons, including the
state bear (hugging California), the 49-Mile Scenic Drive signs, and more. Eric
Rewitzer and Annie Galvin, the founders of 3 Fish Studios, are husband and
wife, and printmakers and painters. They've exhibited their work throughout
California and Europe. San Francisco's Outer Sunset is home to their
workshop and studio, where art happens daily and visitors are always
welcome.
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Great Outdoors Flexi Journal
illustrated by Travis Pietsch
A blank journal that captures the beauty of the great outdoors and the
spirit of adventure!
The cover sports a gorgeous woodcut-style illustration of a vintage camper
van making its way through a lush forest. Inside, the pages are lined for easy
writing and feature full-color spot illustrations. This journal is sure to spark
creativity and wanderlust in journalers and nature lovers around the world.
• Great for bullet journaling, note-taking, goal tracking, and list-making; or use
as a daily planner, gratitude journal, or travel log!
• A great add-on gift or self-purchase for writers, artists, and outdoor
enthusiasts
• 5 x 7 1/8-inch paperback journal with debossed cover and lay-flat binding
• 192 lined pages with full-color illustration throughout

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
5 x 7.13 • 192 pages
paperback with lay-flat flexi binding, lined pages
9781452181943 • $14.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Travis Pietsch is an illustrator and designer living in Orlando, FL. He has
produced work for Facebook, J.R. Watkins, USA Today, and more.

Author Bio
Travis Pietsch is an illustrator and designer living in Orlando, FL. He has
produced work for Facebook, J.R. Watkins, USA Today, and more.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Great Outdoors Correspondence Cards
illustrated by Travis Pietsch
Stationery that captures the spirit of adventure and the immense beauty
of the great outdoors!
These cards feature stunning woodcut-style illustrations depicting a range of
natural landscapes, from luscious woodland forests, stunning mountain
waterfalls, and gorgeous wildflower fields to golden cactus-filled deserts and
dreamy beaches with swaying palm trees.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
5.13 x 6.75 • 20 pages
folded carton box with hinged lid, 20 flat cards (10
designs repeating twice), 20 envelopes, full-color
illustrations throughout
9781452181950 • $23.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

• Use your correspondence to share your love of Earth's beauty! Whether you
like hiking, camping, fishing, RVing, or traveling to national parks, these cards
will remind you of your favorite outdoor pastimes.
• These cards work for all occasions-or you can use them as unique wall art!
• A great add-on gift or self-purchase for writers, artists, and outdoor
enthusiasts
• 20 flat cards (10 designs repeating twice), 20 envelopes, full-color
illustrations throughout
Travis Pietsch is an illustrator and designer living in Orlando, FL. He has
produced work for Facebook, J.R. Watkins, USA Today, and more.

Author Bio
Travis Pietsch is an illustrator and designer living in Orlando, FL. He has
produced work for Facebook, J.R. Watkins, USA Today, and more.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Success is 90% Spite
by by (artist) Jane Zei
Based on the popular webcomic The Pigeon Gazette! Follow artist Jane
Zei through the everyday rollercoaster of a quarter-life crisis-when high-flying
optimism meets cold, hard adulthood during the journey from college to a fulltime career.
With favorites from viral webcomic The Pigeon Gazette, along with
never-before seen comics, Success is 90% Spite is a reminder that there's
nothing you can't achieve through hard work, persistence-and really wanting
to prove someone else wrong.
• A hilarious and high-energy collection that captures the all-too-real difficulties
of life as a 20-something in a modern world
• Comics follow Jane's endearingly awkward and whimsical efforts to navigate
adulthood.
• Covers a range of topics in both short, four-panel, and longer-form comics
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 21/20
7 x 8 • 160 pages
paperback,spot UV gloss, unjacketed with flaps, fullcolor illustrations throughout
9781452181967 • $21.95 • pb
Humor / Form / Comic Strips & Cartoons

Notes
Promotion

When life gives you lemons . . . throw those suckers back into life's
stupid face and make your own success.
From choosing Lord of the Rings over love, to mastering pooping
etiquette in the workplace, Jane's existential adventures are told with an
extra dose of narrative imagination, extended jokes on inane topics, and
daydreams.
• The Pigeon Gazette has been featured in articles by Huffington Post, Bored
Panda, and Buzzfeed
• Great gift for fans of funny webcomics, internet humor, and any millennial
trying to make their way in the world
• Add it to the collection of books like Adulthood Is a Myth: A Sarah's Scribbles
Collection by Sarah Andersen, Am I There Yet?: The Loop-de-loop,
Zigzagging Journey to Adulthood by Mari Andrew, and It's All Absolutely Fine:
Life Is Complicated So I've Drawn It Instead by Ruby Elliot

Author Bio
Jane Zei grew up in New Jersey before moving to Massachusetts where she
earned her bachelor’s in neuroscience and her master’s in public health.
Since most people don’t want to think about their health care professionals
pooping at work or absentmindedly hurting themselves during a Benedict
Cumberbatch daydream, Jane enjoys a Batman-esque air of secrecy when it
comes to her alter ego as Pigeoneer Jane.
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What's Your Personality?
Tests, Quizzes, and ories for Exploring Your Self
by Sigrid Leerink
For fans of personality quizzes, this guided journal is the ultimate tool for selfexploration. Packed with tests, exercises, and journaling prompts, twenty
sections overview approaches to understanding personality and the self,
ranging from the theories of Myers-Briggs and Carl Jung to astrology,
palmistry, handwriting analysis, and more. With a modern look and colorful
illustrations throughout, this fresh guide to self-discovery is as fun as it is
illuminating.

Author Bio
Sigrid Leerink is a photographer, visual artist, and writer with an interest in
making self-discovery fun and approachable.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 22/20
6.6 x 8.6 • 136 pages
full-color throughout
9781452182711 • $24.95 • board game
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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The Art of the Political Putdown
by Chris Lamb and Will Moredock
Political journalists Chris Lamb and Will Moredock have mined the past few
centuries of political history and unearthed a treasure trove of humorous
exchanges. THE ART OF THE POLITICAL PUTDOWN is a collection of over
300 witty verbal jabs and ripostes from politicians around the world (though
the focus is on American politics), all of whom share a common sharp tongue.
Interspersed with 11 brief essays analyzing the use of humor and wit in
various political contexts, this comprehensive collection of witticisms, scathing
burns, and mic-drop-worthy insults is an even-handed, intelligent, and
lighthearted political humor title that will give readers from the Left and Right
something to laugh about.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
5 x 7 • 224 pages
unjacketed
9781452183855 • $21.95 • cl
Humor / Topic / Political

Chris Lamb, PhD, is a professor of journalism at Indiana University-Purdue
University at Indianapolis. He is an author, historian, lecturer, satirist, and
columnist whose work has appeared in the New York Times, the Wall Street
Journal, the Washington Post, and the Los Angeles Times .
Will Moredock has been a staff and freelance writer for more than 30 years.
His work has appeared in magazines and newspapers around the nation,
including the Washington Post, the Philadelphia Inquirer, and the Charlotte
Observer

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Work/Life Balance List Ledger
by Adam J. Kurtz
Smart, snarky, and a little sentimental, this gift line from the mind of Adam J.
Kurtz features two new formats: WORK-LIFE BALANCE LIST LEDGER and
YOU TRIED CERAMIC TROPHY.
The list ledger features the megapopular print of the same name that perfectly
captures the balance between work and life in a unique, honest, and funny
way. Inside are two notepads (one for 'Work Things' and one for 'Life Things')
plus a pencil with the words 'Try not to lose it' written in Adam’s signature
handwriting on the side.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 21/20
3.63 x 9 • 120 pages
notepad with two 60-sheet notepads and pencil
9781452184210 • $23.95 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Adam J. Kurtz is a Brooklyn-based artist and author whose work is rooted in
honesty, humor, and a little darkness. His first book, 1 Page at a Time: A Daily
Creative Companion, has been translated into 15 languages. He's
collaborated on products for retailers such as Urban Outfitters, Strand
Bookstore, and Fishs Eddy. He has also worked with Pepsi, Adobe, and the
New York Times . In 2016, he was named one of Print magazine's 15 Under
30" New Visual Artists.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Letters to the President (and Or Elected Officials)
Write. Send. Be heard.
by Lea Redmond
More than 2.4 million copies sold in the series!
Make your voice heard. This book of letters lets anyone (or a group of
people) reach out to their elected officials-president, senators, mayor, etc.-with
the help of 12 lightly prompted letters. Letter-writers simply tear out each
letter, write their message, seal with enclosed stickers, attach a postage
stamp, and send. Start your letter-writing campaign today and make change
for tomorrow!
• A perfect gift or self-purchase for activists, protesters, classroom teachers, or
anyone looking for easy ways to be politically active or make positive change

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 4/20
7.94 x 3.75 • 12 pages
Paperback booklet with flaps, 12 perforated fold-andmail envelopes bound together, 2 sticker sheets, fullcolor spot illustrations throughout
9781452184371 • $19.95 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

The book includes:
• 12 tear-and-send letters
• Full-color stickers to seal the letter flaps and sides
• A correspondence log to keep track of your letter-writing campaign and
recipients
• An address book for noting mailing addresses for your representatives
• Tips for writing the most effective messages to politicians
Lea Redmond is the author of the bestselling Letters to My . . . series. She
crafts objects, designs experiences, writes books, and plays with ideas at her
studio in Oakland, California.

Author Bio
Lea Redmond is the author of the bestselling Letters to My . . . series. She
crafts objects, designs experiences, writes books, and plays with ideas at her
studio in Oakland, California.
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The Cat Butt Coloring and Activity Book
by Val Brains
Cat Butt Coloring and Activity Book is packed with 45 scenes to color in
and 20 hilarious activities, all featuring felines and their behinds proudly
on display.
With hilarious (and cute!) line drawings of cats with their hindquarters proudly
on display, this adult coloring and activity book full of cat butts is as clever and
carefree as its featured felines.
Color in lasers shooting from an intergalactic cat butt, or a chill skater
cat that isn't ashamed to hold his tail a little too high. Filled with hours of
entertainment, this is a cat butt bonanza every cat lover can get behind.
• Filled with word searches, crosswords, and word scrambles-even pin the tail
on the cat butt
• Packed with funny yet bizarrely cute line drawings
• The perfect way to pay homage to our furry friends' backsides
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 14/20
7.25 x 10 • 48 pages
7 ¼ x 10 in, 80 pp
9781452184548 • $14.95 • pb
Games / Activity Books (Incl. Coloring Books)

Notes
Promotion

Anyone who is a cat lover-and all too familiar with a feline's tendency to show
off its tush-will love this humorous book.
Cat Butt Coloring and Activity Book is an updated and expanded edition,
including 45 drawings and 20 activities with more detailed artwork and,
of course, more cat butts.
• Scribble away your stress and unleash all the colors of your creativity.
• Perfect as a gift for cat lovers who have an irreverent sense of humor
• Great for those who loved The Farting Animals Coloring Book by M T Lott,
Why Cat Why: A Coloring Book Explaining Cats by Theo Nicole Lorenz, and
Pooping Animals: A Funny Coloring Book for Adults by Honey Badger
Coloring

Author Bio
Val Brains is an enterprising author/illustrator with 8 self-published Cat Butt
titles, 7 other coloring book titles and a traditionally-published hardcover title,
HEXES FOR THE MODERN AGE (Skyhorse, 2017). She is also a muralist in
Austin, TX, where she lives. Val’s strong foundation in hand-drawing,
expressive and humorous visual style, and ability to tap into the current
zeitgeist separate her from the pack.
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A Pocket Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue
by Francis Grose, edited by Steve Mockus
A Pocket Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue is a profane guide to the slang
from the backstreets and taverns of 18th-century London.
This slang dictionary gathers the most amusing and useful terms from
English history and helpfully presents them to be used in the conversations of
our modern day.
Originally published in 1785, the Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar
Tongue was one of the first lexicons of English slang, compiled by a
militia captain who collected the terms he overheard on his late-night
excursions to London's slums, dockyards, and taverns. Now the legacy lives
on in this colorful pocket dictionary.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
3.5 x 5.5 • 208 pages
unjacketed hardcover, 20 1-color spot illustrations
9781452184609 • $18.95 • cl
Humor / General

Notes
Promotion

• Learn the origin of phrases like birthday suit" and discover slang lost to time.
• Handy pocket-sized edition allows you to whip out vintage curse words
whenever needed.
• An unexpected marriage of lowbrow humor and highbrow wit
Discover long lost antique slang and curse words and learn how to
incorporate them into modern conversation.
A Pocket Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue is perfect for enlivening
contemporary conversation with historical phrases; it includes a topical
list of words for money, drunkenness, the amorous congress, male and
female naughty bits, and so on.
• A funny gift for wordplay, language, swearing, and insult fans, as well as fans
of British humor and culture
• Perfect for those who loved How to Speak Brit: The Quintessential Guide to
the King's English, Cockney Slang, and Other Flummoxing British Phrases by
Christopher J. Moore; Knickers in a Twist: A Dictionary of British Slang by
Jonathan Bernstein; and The Official Dictionary of Sarcasm by James Napoli

Author Bio
Captain Francis Grose (1731–1791) was an English lexicographer with a
special interest in documenting the language as it was actually spoken in
London’s dockyards, taverns, and underworld.
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The Underachiever's Manifesto
by Ray Bennett
LOWER THE BAR. With gentle humor and genuine wisdom, THE
UNDERACHIEVER'S MANIFESTO is the playfully persuasive pocket guide to
living life to the least and loving it. The funny, easy to follow advice contained
within makes the case for the right amount of effort - a lot less than we've
been led to believe - and reveals how mediocrity is the key to happiness at
work, in relationships, dieting, exercise, investment, and more. TURN IT
DOWN A NOTCH. This welcome new edition, revised just enough but not
going overboard, brings its needed-now-more-than-ever perspective to our
new era of fitness tracking, app overload, and tidying up. DON'T YOU FEEL
BETTER ALREADY?

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
4 x 6 • 112 pages
unjacketed, 15 b/w illustrations
9781452184630 • $14.95 • cl
Non Classified

Ray Bennett, M.D., is a medical specialist in Seattle and a recovering
overachiever. He is still guilty of overachievement in the care of his patients,
however, and he lives with his wife and children among too many
overachieving neighbors.

Notes
Promotion
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Edward Weston
by by (photographer) Edward Weston, introduction by Steve
Crist
Edward Weston is considered one of the most pre-eminent and influential
20th century photographers. His black-and-white photographs are part of
every renowned Museum in the world. Weston's iconic and classic images
have been extensively published, however, here they are featured in a new
elegant, linen cloth bound book that is as timeless as his renowned
photographs. This high quality, high design monograph at an affordable price
point is an ideal coffee-table book and addition to any emerging or extensive
art book collection.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
8 x 10 • 262 pages
Linen wrapped hardcover with tip on duotone printed
black-and-white photograph, 125 black-and-white
photographs throughout.
9781797202556 • $42.95 • cl

Edward Weston is considered one of the most pre-eminent 20th century
photographers and amongst the most innovative and influential in America.
Over the course of his 40-year career Weston photographed a nature and
nudes, landscapes and more, His now iconic black-and-white still life
photographs of shells, nudes and more, have been exhibited internationally at
museums around the world including: MOMA, The Getty, SF MOMA, LACMA,
MOCA, TATE Modern, and so many more.
Some of his most famous photographs were taken of the trees and rocks at
Point Lobos, California, near where he lived and worked for many years.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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Birds & Words
by Charles Harper
This is a lovely reissue of this charming, highly collectible, 1972 classic by
Charley Harper, the celebrated illustrator whose style has been referred to as
"minimal realism." Charley would famously say, that "I just count the wings,
not the feathers." This new version of this vintage gem features a new cloth
bound cover with a tipped in image alongside the original typography.
Featuring 60 hand painted illustrations of birds, and 60 accompanying,
humorous stories about each one, BIRDS & WORDS brings together Charley
Harper's gifts as both an artist and a writer.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
7.75 x 6.12 • 152 pages
Cloth bound hardcover with tip-on image, 60 full-color
illustrations, 60 essays.
9781797202563 • $35.95 • cl

Charley Harper was a prolific artist that was based in Cincinatti, Ohio. He
illustrated numerous books including the notable The Golden Book of Biology.
His style has been called "minimal realism" and he used to say regarding his
many paintings of birds "I don't see the feathers in the wings, I just count the
wings."
His work came to international prominence with the publication of the large
scale monograph Charley Harper: An Illustrated LIfe that was published by
AMMO Books in 2007.

Notes
Promotion

Sales Rep
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LULU
illustrated by Lulu De Kwiatkowski
This new, smaller format version of LULU, is a sumptuous monograph on
artist Lulu de Kwiatkowski's colorful, dreamlike, and autobiographical
handmade collages. Lulu's artwork draws inspiration from her unique, albeit
rarefied and surreal, experiences growing up, as well as from her travels all
over the world. Lulu's original multimedia collages combine painting, drawing,
photography, and writing. Whimsical, yet complex, Lulu's work conveys a
distinctly feminine and decorative sensibility that resonates as both
contemporary and timeless.
With a background in painting, textile design, and the decorative arts, Lulu's
work blends depictions of flora and fauna, with geometric studies of pattern
and color. Memories often appear in the form of handwritten text, as well as in
portraits of herself and her family members, removed from their original
context and integrated into these dreamlike and fictional landscapes.

Author Bio
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Apr 7/20
8 x 10 • 192 pages
Cloth bound hardcover with spot colors, 196 collages
and illustrations.
9781797202570 • $42.95 • cl

Notes

Lulu grew up in a large and eccentric family and had a rarefied upbringing at
their various homes in New York, The Hamptons, and The Bahamas with
frequent travels to Africa and Europe. She studied fine art and interior design
at Parsons and later moved to Paris. She founded Lulu DK Fabrics creating
textiles that were coveted in the interior design market. With Lulu DK she has
continued to expand her design projects to include jewelry, home goods, and
original artwork.
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The Art of Wearable Flowers
by Susan McLeary, photographs by Amanda Dumouchelle
The Art of Wearable Flowers reveals the secrets to creating gorgeous
floral accessories that you can wear.
This guide provides how-tos for 40 floral wearables, including an eyecatching succulent ring, gorgeous hyacinth hoop earrings, a fabulous
petal necklace, and a luxurious headpiece, plus bracelets, corsages,
headbands, and more.
Renowned floral artist Susan McLeary shares this stunning collection of 40
flower- and plant-based designs that you can try out for yourself.
• Each project includes an ingredients list, styling tips, and easy-to-follow
instructions paired with step-by-step photographs.
• The ultimate guide to elevating every outfit with natural beauty
• Filled with essential information on tools, design techniques, and plant care,
making it easy to create these remarkable arrangements at home
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
7.25 x 10 • 208 pages
HC with partial jacket, 200+ full-color photographs
9781452175874 • $35.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Flower Arranging

Notes
Promotion

Featuring hundreds of inspiring photographs presented in a beautifully
designed book, The Art of Wearable Flowers is a must-have accessory
for any modern woman.
Susan McLeary's expertise in styling flowers-combined with
breathtaking photos of her signature arrangements-makes this a
wonderful gift for the florist-frequenter.
• For anyone who wants to make a show-stopping appearance at a wedding,
birthday party, or any special occasion
• Great for brides (and as a bridal shower gift!), florists, crafters, flower
gardeners, and flower stylists
• Perfect those who loved Paper to Petal: 75 Whimsical Paper (...)

Author Bio
Susan McLeary is an award-winning floral designer known for her unique,
boundary-pushing floral art. She is the founder of Passionflower, a floral
design company that offers workshops around the world. She lives in Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
Amanda Dumouchelle is a lifestyle photographer based in Michigan. Her
photographs have been published by a wide range of outlets, including the
Knot, BuzzFeed, and Junebug, among others.
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The Boob Book
illustrated by Kristina Micotti
An illustrated love letter to a girl’s breast friend, THE BOOB BOOK is a
delightful celebration of boobs. This joyful book features breasts of all colors
and sizes—from 'The Handful' to 'The Mom-To-Be' to 'The Small but Mighty'—
showing women that every boob type is weird, beautiful, and natural. The text
is light, celebratory, and a little cheeky—but ultimately sincere. Scattered
throughout the book are fun and interactive boob-related miscellany, from a
boob personality test and boob facts to breast self-care tips.

Author Bio
Kristina Micotti is an illustrator from the San Francisco Bay Area.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
6 x 6 • 112 pages
full-color illustrations throughout
9781452177595 • $21.95 • cl
Humor / Topic / Adult

Notes
Promotion
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The Elements of a Home
by Amy Azzarito
This captivating collection reveals the fascinating stories behind more than 60
everyday household objects and furnishings. With tales from the kitchen, the
bedroom, and every room in between, find out how napkins got their start as
lumps of dough in ancient Greece, why forks were seen as immoral and
unhygienic tools of the devil, and how Plato devised one of the earliest alarm
clocks using stones and water, plus so much more. Brimming with beautiful
illustrations, amusing anecdotes, and absorbing trivia (you'll never look at a
pillow the same way again!), The Elements of a Home is a treasure trove of
curiosities and a must-have for anyone who loves history, design, or decor.

Author Bio

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 17/20
6 x 8 • 224 pages
1-color illustrations throughout
9781452178721 • $28.95 • cl
House & Home / General

Amy Azzarito is a writer, a design historian, and an expert on decorative arts.
Her design work has been featured in a wide range of publications, including
the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times, Whole Living magazine, and the
Wall Street Journal . She is a frequent contributor to Architectural Digest,
Remodelista, Design Milk, and Refinery 29. She lives in Marin, California.

Notes
Promotion
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Floret Farm's A Year in Flowers
Essential Guide to Designing Gorgeous Arrangements for Every
Season
by Erin Benzakein, with Julie Chai, by (photographer) Chris
Benzakein
Learn how to buy, style, and present seasonal flower arrangements for
every occasion.
With sections on tools, flower care, and design techniques, Floret Farm's A
Year in Flowers presents all the secrets to arranging garden-fresh bouquets.
Featuring expert advice from Erin Benzakein, world-renowned flower
farmer, floral designer, and bestselling author of Floret Farm: Cut Flower
Garden, this book is a gorgeous and comprehensive guide to everything you
need to make your own incredible arrangements all year long, whether
harvesting flowers from the backyard or shopping for blooms at the market.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 18/20
8 x 10 • 304 pages
more than 400 full-color photographs
9781452172897 • $42.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Flower Arranging

Notes
Promotion

• Includes an A-Z flower guide with photos and care tips for more than 200
varieties.
• Simple-to-follow advice on flower care, material selection, and essential
design techniques
• More than 25 how-to projects, including magnificent centerpieces, infinitely
giftable posies, festive wreaths, and breathtaking bridal bouquets
Floret Farm's A Year in Flowers offers advice on every phase of working
with cut flowers-including gardening, buying, caring for, and arranging
fresh flowers.
Brimming with indispensable tips and hundreds of vibrant photographs,
this book is an invitation to live a flower-filled life and the perfect gift for
anyone who loves flowers.
• The definitive guide to flower arranging from the biggest star in the farm-tocenterpiece movement
• Perfect to gift for flower lovers, avid and novice gardeners, floral designers,
wedding planners, florists, small farmers, stylists, designers, crafters, and
those passionate about the local floral movement
• For those who (...)

Author Bio
Erin Benzakein is a world-famous farmer-florist and the founder of Floret
Flower Farm. She is known for her lush, romantic floral designs and the
enormous selection of unique floral varieties she grows on her small-scale
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Forest
by Matt Collins, photographs by Roo Lewis
Brimming with engaging writing and stirring photography, Forest is an
ode to the natural world and a celebration of the relationship between
humans and trees.
Discover the secrets hidden within the Earth's lush woodlands and wild
landscapes through photographs and stories about enchanting forests,
magnificent trees, and people who live off the land.
Journeying across North America, the United Kingdom, and Europe,
writer Matt Collins and photographer Roo Lewis capture the history,
science, and human stories behind some of the most enchanting natural
environments in the world.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 31/20
193 x 235 • 256 pages
Full-color photographs throughout
9781452184821 • $42.95 • cl
Nature / Trees & Forests

Notes
Promotion

• Explores the captivating history behind some of the world's most enchanting
forests
• Organized by tree species, including the hearty pines in Spain's Tamada
forest, the towering firs of the American West, the striking Birch groves of
Germany's Elbe Valley, and beyond
• A blend of beautiful photographs, scientific trivia, and engaging human
stories
Forest is an arresting tribute to the magnificence of the natural world
and a wonderful gift for anyone who enjoys spending time in the
outdoors.
Complete with gorgeous photography and engaging stories of people
living in harmony with nature, readers will learn everything they dream
of knowing about the forests of the world.
• A handsome gift for photographers, travel and outdoor enthusiasts,
environmentalists, and science lovers
• A stunning way to learn about the world and the trees (...)

Author Bio
Matt Collins is a nature writer and Head Gardener at the Garden Museum in
London. His writing explores natural and cultivated environments. He is the
author of 50 THINGS TO DO WITH A PEN KNIFE.
Roo Lewis is photographer based in the United Kingdom. His clients include
VICE, Getty, Audi, and Sony. Growing up in Dorset, he was surrounded by the
natural world and now chooses to base much of his personal work on
exploring the subject. To view more of his work, visit www.roolewis.com.
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A Happy Life in an Open Relationship
The Essential Guide to a Healthy and Fulfilling
Nonmonogamous Love Life
by Susan Wenzel
Discover the secrets to successful open relationships. A Happy Life in
an Open Relationship is a handbook to healthy nonmonogamous
relationships.
For anyone curious about open relationships, here is a valuable
handbook from an expert in love, sex, and communication. Relationship
therapist Susan Wenzel-who is in an open marriage herself-delivers skillful
advice on how to navigate the complex emotional landscape of multi-partner
relationships, from polyamory to swinging.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 10/20
6 x 8 • 186 pages
PB with flaps
9781452178073 • $28.95 • pb
Family & Relationships / Love & Romance

• Filled with of compelling personal stories, anecdotes from clients, and
practical exercises
• A guide to cultivating harmonious and fulfilling open relationships
• Author Susan Wenzel is a sex and relationship therapist with years of
experience counseling patients on issues related to monogamy, intimacy, and
trust.
A Happy Life in an Open Relationship will help you develop your trust
and communication skills, explore sexuality and desire, build your
confidence and self-worth, set healthy boundaries, overcome jealousy,
and so much more.

Notes
Promotion

People interested in making changes in their relationships will
appreciate the positive tone, helpful advice, and expert wisdom from an
accomplished relationship therapist who has gone through the
experience herself.
• A great gift for anyone interested in testing the boundaries of monogamy and
exploring the world of polyamory
• An accessible and inviting guide for couples to build an open relationship
that is strong and lasting
• Perfect for fans of Mating in Captivity: Unlocking Erotic Intelligence and The
State of (...)

Author Bio
Susan Wenzel is a certified sex and relationship therapist, clinical sexologist,
and psychotherapist. She works with individuals and couples on issues
related to love, sex, trust, and commitment, and leads seminars and
workshops throughout the United States and Canada. She and her husband,
who are in an open relationship, were featured in the article 'Is an Open
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Legendary Ladies Goddess Deck
58 Goddesses to Empower and Inspire You
by Ann Shen
Creativity. Love. Balance. Courage. Reinvention.
Find your goddess within and tap into your inner strength with this
empowering deck of 58 goddesses from beloved artist Ann Shen. The cards
feature colorful portraits of female deities from around the world, and the
accompanying booklet describes how you can invoke their unique powers in
your own life. Let these legendary ladies lead you toward your ultimate
destiny.
• Select a goddess based on your needs, pull a card to let fate guide you, or
do a full reading to discover what the universe has in store.
• A must-have for the modern mystic and feminist historian alike
• Also makes a great gift for anyone interested in spirituality, personal growth,
mythology, or the Tarot
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 17/20
3.25 x 5.75 • 78 pages
Box with 58-card deck and 80-page booklet, 58 fullcolor illustrations (52 from the LEGENDARY LADIES
book and 6 new portraits)
9781452181073 • $24.95 • card deck
Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot • Non
Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Includes:
• 58 full-color cards, each depicting a goddess
• 80-page booklet with descriptions of the deities and their mystical powers,
and instructions on using the cards as a tool for self-discovery
Ann Shen is an illustrator and designer whose bright, whimsical work has
been featured in publications around the world. Ann exhibits her iconic art at
Renegade, WonderCon, and DesignerCon. Her clients include the New York
Times, Huffington Post, Disney, and Facebook, among many others. She is
also the author of Bad Girls Throughout History and Legendary Ladies . She
lives in Los Angeles.

Author Bio
Ann Shen is an illustrator and designer whose bright, whimsical work has
been featured in publications around the world. Ann exhibits her iconic art at
Renegade, WonderCon, and DesignerCon. Her clients include the New York
Times, Huffington Post, Disney, and Facebook, among many others. She is
also the author of Bad Girls Throughout History and Legendary Ladies . She
lives in Los Angeles.
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Mom's One Line a Day
A Five-Year Memory Book
by Chronicle Books, by (artist) Nathalie Lete
Over 2 million copies sold in the bestselling One Line a Day series!
REMEMBER ALL THE MOMENTS OF MOTHERHOOD: This classic fiveyear journal and memory book is perfect for moms who want to capture the
everyday joys, challenges, and in-betweens of motherhood. Start on any date
and record a single thought, memorable milestone, or special event to build a
record of precious moments in parenting over the course of five years. As you
fill the pages, you'll preserve both small and significant memories and create a
poignant keepsake you can look back on when your children are all grown up.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 18/20
3.75 x 6.13 • 372 pages
Hardcover with padded and foil-stamped cover, fullcolor throughout, lined pages, gilded edges, ribbon
marker
9781452180724 • $24.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Games & Activities / Guided Journals • Non
Returnable
Series: One Line a Day

Notes

This beautiful journal features a contemporary floral design by internationally
beloved artist Nathalie Lete. A ribbon marker and gilded page edges add to
the object beauty of the diary, and make it a perfect keepsake gift and a chic
bedside companion for the years of motherhood.
• Perfect for all moms in all ages and stages-or moms-to-be
• Makes a beautiful baby shower or new parent gift, or an add-on gift to a
larger purchase
• Simple and quick to use-just jot down a short note for each day
• An easy way to track your child's changes and progress from day to day, and
year to year
Features:
• Hardcover (33/4 x 6 1/8 inches) with padded and foil-stamped cover
• 372 lined pages
• Gilded page edges
• Ribbon marker

Promotion
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The Pendleton Field Guide to Camping
by Pendleton Woolen Mills
For over 150 years, Pendleton Woolen Mills has been one of America’s oldest
and most beloved heritage brands. Known for their woolen blankets and
clothing, their products have been revered by those who love the great
outdoors. From their collaboration with the National Park Service to their ties
with Native American artists, Pendleton taps into a conscious consumer that
strives to be in touch with the natural world.
In this handsome camping guide, Pendleton offers practical advice for the
weekend explorer. Divided into three sections, the book begins with a brief
history and overview of North America’s national parks. The second section
contains camp essentials—what to pack, how to plan your trip, and things to
know before you go. The final section includes a series of how-tos, from
pitching a tent to starting a fire.

Author Bio
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 31/20
6 x 8 • 208 pages
B&W line illustrations throughout, 4C Pendleton
patterns throughout, 2C photographs from Pendleton?
s Archives
9781452174754 • $28.95 • cl
Sports & Recreation / Camping

Pendleton Woolen Mills has been producing its world-class wool textiles and
iconic designs in the American Northwest for more than 150 years.

Notes
Promotion
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Escargot for It!
A Snail's Guide to Finding Your Own Trail & Shell-ebrating
Success
by Sabrina Moyle, illustrated by Eunice Moyle
From the pun-loving minds behind beloved creative studio Hello! Lucky,
this charming illustrated book compiles encouraging life lessons
inspired by the snail.
Escargot For It! features wise words on everything from slowing down
and staying present, to appreciating the small stuff, to learning to
beleaf" in yourself, to "shell-ebrating" success.
Drawing from the wisdom of this magical mollusk and the teachings of
great thinkers, this uplifting guide is filled with lessons on how to
navigate the mountains and molehills of life-with grace, audacity, and
sublime slime. Snails may be unassuming, but they are also enduring,
courageous, and a surprisingly sage role model for navigating the mountains
and molehills of life.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
6 x 8 • 136 pages
Hardcover with 2-piece case, debossed cover, fullcolor throughout
9781452181523 • $24.95 • cl
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

• Teeming with an assortment of quotes, fun facts, short essays, and of
course, plentiful snail-themed puns offer guidance on all sorts of important life
lessons
• Illustrated in Hello! Lucky's playful and exuberant art style
• As practical and sincere as it is silly and charming

Notes

Hello! Lucky's adorable artwork and an assortment of quotes, short
musings, and plentiful puns makes this snail's guide to life a seriously
inspiring gift for grads or anyone contemplating the (slime) trail ahead.

Promotion

Open these pages and begin your heroic journey-bit-by-bit, day-by-day,
moment-by-moment.
• A fun and unique gift for graduates, tweens, millennials, or anyone who could
use a little encouraging life advice
• Perfect for fans of Am I There Yet?: The Loop-de-loop, Zigzagging (...)

Author Bio
Eunice and Sabrina Moyle are the sister team behind Hello!Lucky, a creative
brand established in 2003 that’s all about having pun. Eunice Moyle is an
artist and illustrator and the visionary behind Hello!Lucky’s vibrant aesthetic,
and Sabrina Moyle is a writer and the lead voice of Hello!Lucky. Together, they
make stationery, books, and home goods that bring joy, creativity, and a fresh
outlook to the world.
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Go-To Notebook with Mohawk Paper, Mulberry Wine
Lined
by Chronicle Books
A notebook made for creatives by creatives!
The Go-To Notebook has been designed to inspire makers, thinkers,
dreamers, and doers to create their best work-and what inspires great work is
great quality and smart design.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
6 x 9 • 224 pages
Lay-flat binding, pocket, ribbon marker, pb cloth case,
bellyband, shrink-wrapped (lined interior)
9781452183244 • $33.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Special features for maximum productivity and an outstanding writing
experience include:
• Acid-free archival Mohawk Superfine paper-the finest paper made today, to
inspire excellent work. The smooth finish is ideal for both pen ink and
graphite.
• 224 pages total; 27 blue-tinted pages at the front for project planning, mind
mapping, checklists, and schedule tracking-and then 192 lined pages that can
be used for bullet journaling, everyday task organizing, brainstorming,
drafting, free writing, and beyond
• 6.2 x 9.1 inches-the perfect size for writing or sketching
• Lay-flat binding
• Stylish angled corners
• Ribbon marker
• Table of contents
• Inside back cover pocket
• Comes in a range of colors, including this attractive mulberry purple
• Also available in a blank or dotted version-choose the layout that best fits
your usage

Author Bio
Mohawk is North America’s largest privately owned manufacturer of fine
papers. A family-owned company since 1931, Mohawk was founded where
the Hudson and Mohawk rivers come together—a location where generations
of papermakers honed their craft. Since then, the company has developed
and acquired a wide portfolio of premium papers, including Superfine, the
finest paper made today. Mohawk continues to operate three paper machines
in two mills in upstate New York, but the brand is also an industry leader,
continually developing new ways to connect designers and printers to new
markets.
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Go-To Notebook with Mohawk Paper, Mulberry Wine
Dotted
by Chronicle Books
A notebook made for creatives by creatives!
The Go-To Notebook has been designed to inspire makers, thinkers,
dreamers, and doers to create their best work-and what inspires great work is
great quality and smart design.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
6 x 9 • 224 pages
Lay-flat binding, pocket, ribbon marker, pb cloth case,
bellyband, shrink-wrapped (dotted interior)
9781452183251 • $33.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Special features for maximum productivity and an outstanding writing
experience include:
• Acid-free archival Mohawk Superfine paper-the finest paper made today, to
inspire excellent work. The smooth finish is ideal for both pen ink and
graphite.
• 224 pages total; 27 blue-tinted pages at the front for project planning, mind
mapping, checklists, and schedule tracking-and then 192 dot grid pages that
can be used for bullet journaling, everyday task organizing, brainstorming,
drafting, free writing, and beyond
• 6.2 x 9.1 inches-the perfect size for writing or sketching
• Lay-flat binding
• Stylish angled corners
• Ribbon marker
• Table of contents
• Inside back cover pocket
• Comes in a range of colors, including this attractive mulberry purple
• Also available in a blank or lined/ruled version-choose the layout that best
fits your usage

Author Bio
Mohawk is North America’s largest privately owned manufacturer of fine
papers. A family-owned company since 1931, Mohawk was founded where
the Hudson and Mohawk rivers come together—a location where generations
of papermakers honed their craft. Since then, the company has developed
and acquired a wide portfolio of premium papers, including Superfine, the
finest paper made today. Mohawk continues to operate three paper machines
in two mills in upstate New York, but the brand is also an industry leader,
continually developing new ways to connect designers and printers to new
markets.
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Go-To Notebook with Mohawk Paper, Mulberry Wine
Blank
by Chronicle Books
A notebook made for creatives by creatives!
The Go-To Notebook has been designed to inspire makers, thinkers,
dreamers, and doers to create their best work-and what inspires great work is
great quality and smart design.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
6 x 9 • 224 pages
Lay-flat binding, pocket, ribbon marker, pb cloth case,
bellyband, shrink-wrapped (blank interior)
9781452183268 • $33.95 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

Special features for maximum productivity and an outstanding writing
experience include:
• Acid-free archival Mohawk Superfine paper-the finest paper made today, to
inspire excellent work. The smooth finish is ideal for both pen ink and
graphite.
• 224 pages total; 27 blue-tinted pages at the front for project planning, mind
mapping, checklists, and schedule tracking-and then 192 blank pages that
can be used for bullet journaling, everyday task organizing, brainstorming,
drafting, free writing, and beyond
• 6.2 x 9.1 inches-the perfect size for writing or sketching
• Lay-flat binding
• Stylish angled corners
• Ribbon marker
• Table of contents
• Inside back cover pocket
• Comes in a range of colors, including this attractive mulberry purple.
• Also available in a dotted or lined/ruled version-choose the layout that best
fits your usage

Author Bio
Mohawk is North America’s largest privately owned manufacturer of fine
papers. A family-owned company since 1931, Mohawk was founded where
the Hudson and Mohawk rivers come together—a location where generations
of papermakers honed their craft. Since then, the company has developed
and acquired a wide portfolio of premium papers, including Superfine, the
finest paper made today. Mohawk continues to operate three paper machines
in two mills in upstate New York, but the brand is also an industry leader,
continually developing new ways to connect designers and printers to new
markets.
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How Time Is on Your Side
by Bridget Watson Payne
Yes, there really is enough time to do it all: the passion projects, the todo list, or simply making time to do nothing-the trick is knowing how to
look for it.
Packed with helpful tips, How Time Is on Your Side is a simple handbook
to help reframe your relationship with time.
Through practical productivity tools and inspiring stories of people who
make time for the things that matter to them, you will find that achieving
your goals isn't as farfetched as it seems. Let the encouraging words of
artist and author Bridget Watson Payne be your guide to reinvent your
relationship with time: it's not the enemy; it's a friend.
• Learn how to nurture your inner creative, spiritual, emotional, and mental
lives.
• Written in author Bridget Watson Payne's smart, friendly, tell-it-like-it-is prose
• Tips and tricks include utilizing your calendar to its full advantage, doing
mental work in the morning and physical work in the afternoon, and putting
your big goals on your to-do list.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 4/20
4.5 x 7 • 120 pages
unjacketed hardcover, textured Wibalin case, foil
stamping, colored paper, metallic ink on interior
9781452171937 • $18.95 • cl
Self-Help / Creativity
Series: How

With smart, unintimidating content, this little guide is sure to inspire
anyone to make time to achieve their goals. Take a moment, a minute, or
a day to reinvent your relationship with time, and discover how it can
work for you.

Notes

The time you need is there. Let How Time Is on Your Side help you find
it.

Promotion

• A great gift for men and women of any age, creatives and aspirational
creatives, busy professionals, students, young families, graduates, and selfimprovement seekers
• A dip-in, dip-out" format for busy people who want to make the most of their
time
• Perfect for fans of The Creative Habit by Twyla Tharp, Manage Your Day-toDay by Jocelyn Glei, and Make Time: How to Focus on What Matters Every
Day by Jake Knapp and John Zerat"

Author Bio
Bridget Watson Payne is an artist, writer, and book editor based in San
Francisco and the author of HOW ART CAN MAKE YOU HAPPY, THE
SECRET ART OF BEING A GROWN-UP, and THE SECRET ART OF BEING
A PARENT. You can see more of her work at bridgetwatsonpayne.com.
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Letters to the Happy Camper
Write Now. Read Later. Treasure Forever.
by Lea Redmond
More than 2.4 million copies sold in the series!
Send them off to camp with love. Give your young camper this keepsake
book of letters to keep them company and encourage reflection. You (or a
group of loved ones) fill out the first part of each letter and seal with the
enclosed stickers. Once at camp, your child will be able to open the letters
and add to them, writing and drawing in their own thoughts, memories, and
observations to create a souvenir that you'll treasure for years to come.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
7.94 x 3.75 • 12 pages
Hardcover booklet, 12-fold-and-mail style envelopes
bound together, full-color sticker sheet, full-color spot
illustrations throughout
9781452178752 • $22.50 • stationery
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

• Includes 12 tear-and-send letters, plus full-color stickers to seal the letter
flaps and sides
• A great gift or self-purchase for parents, grandparents, or family members of
camp-aged children
• An easy way to send encouragement and love to a child at summer camp
• Works for kids at both day camp and sleepaway camp
Lea Redmond is the author of the bestselling Letters to My . . . series. She
crafts objects, designs experiences, writes books, and plays with ideas at her
studio in Oakland, California.

Author Bio
Lea Redmond is the author of the bestselling Letters to My . . . series. She
crafts objects, designs experiences, writes books, and plays with ideas at her
studio in Oakland, California.
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On-the-Go Amusements: 50 Cool Things to Do in the
Car
by Chronicle Books
Bestselling format!
Looking for screen-free activities when you're on a car trip? Look no further
than this cute, compact tin filled with 50 great ideas for family fun on the road!
• Perfect for fans of Brain Quest or Mad Libs -a great way to keep kids 5 and
up entertained while you're on a road trip (or just running daily errands)
• The colorful, petite tins are perfect for slipping into a purse or pocket for onthe-go fun. Also makes a thoughtful, unique gift or stocking stuffer
• Tin box with lift-off lid, 51 cards, full-color printing throughout

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
2.44 x 2.44 • 51 pages
Tin box with lift-off lid
9781452183015 • $13.50 • card deck
Games / General • Non Returnable
Series: After Dinner Amusements

Notes
Promotion
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On-the-Go Amusements: 50 Fun Things to Do on a
Plane
by Chronicle Books
Bestselling format!
Looking for screen-free activities for airplane travel? Look no further than this
cute, compact tin filled with 50 great ideas for family fun up in the air!
• Perfect for fans of Brain Quest or Mad Libs -a great way to make the plane
ride fly by while keeping kids in their seats and entertained!
• The colorful, petite tins are perfect for slipping into a purse or pocket for onthe-go fun. Also makes a thoughtful, unique gift or stocking stuffer
• Tin box with lift-off lid, 51 cards, full-color printing throughout

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
2.44 x 2.44 • 51 pages
Tin box with lift-off lid
9781452183022 • $13.50 • card deck
Games / General • Non Returnable
Series: After Dinner Amusements

Notes
Promotion
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On-the-Go Amusements: 50 Great Things to Do
Outside
by Chronicle Books
Bestselling format!
Looking for screen-free activities to get out and explore the world? Look no
further than this cute, compact tin filled with 50 great ideas for family fun in the
great outdoors!
• Perfect for fans of Brain Quest or Mad Libs -a great way to get kids 5 and up
outside and entertain them
• The colorful, petite tins are perfect for slipping into a purse or pocket for onthe-go fun. Also makes a thoughtful, unique gift or stocking stuffer
• Tin box with lift-off lid, 51 cards, full-color printing throughout

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
2.44 x 2.44 • 51 pages
Tin box with lift-off lid
9781452183039 • $13.50 • card deck
Games / General • Non Returnable
Series: After Dinner Amusements

Notes
Promotion
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On-the-Go Amusements: 50 Sweet Things to Do on a
Date
by Chronicle Books
Bestselling format!
Looking for new ways to connect with your sweetie? Look no further than this
cute, compact tin filled with 50 unique, romantic ideas for date night!
• The colorful, petite tins are perfect for slipping into a purse or pocket for onthe-go fun. Also makes a thoughtful, unique gift or stocking stuffer
• A great gift for a recently engaged or newly dating couple-or buy it for
yourself to rekindle romance!
• Tin box with lift-off lid, 51 cards, full-color printing throughout

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Jan 7/20
2.44 x 2.44 • 51 pages
Tin box with lift-off lid
9781452183046 • $13.50 • card deck
Games / General • Non Returnable
Series: After Dinner Amusements

Notes
Promotion
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Pencils You Should Know
A History of the Ultimate Writing Utensil in 75 Anecdotes
by Caroline Weaver
Pencils You Should Know traces the evolution of pencils over time and
across the globe. From the humble, handcrafted pencil of the 19th century to
the novelty writing implement of the 1990s, each object in this book tells a
different story.
This book features a selection of 75 modern and vintage pencils curated
by pencil powerhouse Caroline Weaver, owner of legendary New York
pencil emporium CW Pencil Enterprise. Pencil fanatics will find old favorites
here-the original Blackwing 602 puts in an appearance, of course-and make
exciting new discoveries, too.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 4/20
4 x 8.5 • 168 pages
75 full-color photographs
9781452178370 • $24.95 • cl
Design / Product

Notes
Promotion

• The long, skinny book was designed to emulate a brand new box of pencils.
• Vintage pencils and accessories are photographed against vibrant, colorful
backgrounds and accompanied by Weaver's insightful commentary.
• A pocket-sized love letter to one of the most important inventions in human
history
This supremely charming little book celebrates the enduring magic of
the pencil.
Trace the history of the pencil over time and across the globe, and
discover everything you need to know about this simple yet ingenious
invention.
• A great book for pencil collectors, admirers, historians, artists, writers-anyone
who gets excited about the new Palomino Blackwing, a perfectly sharpened
No. 2 Ticonderoga
• Fans of The Pencil by Henry Petroski, How to Sharpen Pencils by David
Rees and John Hodgman, and The Pencil Perfect by Caroline Weaver will
want this in their collection.
• The perfect gift for pencil devotees, analog and vintage ephemera lovers,
designers, and fans of CW Pencil Enterprise

Author Bio
Caroline Weaver is a lifelong pencil lover. Her New York City shop, CW
Pencil Enterprise, is a haven for like-minded collectors and pencil
worshippers.
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Pencils You Should Know Notes
20 Different Notecards & Envelopes
by Caroline Weaver
Pencil notecards for pencil lovers!
Get right to the point with these notecards featuring photographs of perfect
arrangements of pencils and pencil accessories. Curated by pencil
powerhouse Caroline Weaver, owner of legendary New York pencil emporium
CW Pencil Enterprise, this set celebrates the enduring magic of the beloved
writing implement, and is perfect for sharing pencil love with family and
friends!

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 4/20
4.38 x 5.56 • 20 pages
box with lift-off lid, 20 full-color notecards, 20
envelopes, 20 full-color photographs
9781452178554 • $22.50 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes

• Box with lift-off lid holds 20 full-color notecards and 20 envelopes.
• A perfect gift for obsessive pencil nerds, collectors, admirers, historians,
artists, writers, and vintage enthusiasts
• A great back-to-school purchase or addition to any stationery collection
• Use as thank-you cards, birthday cards, notes of congratulations, or
everyday greetings
Caroline Weaver is a lifelong pencil lover. Her New York City shop, CW
Pencil Enterprise, is a haven for like-minded collectors and pencil
worshippers.

Author Bio
Caroline Weaver is a lifelong pencil lover. Her New York City shop, CW
Pencil Enterprise, is a haven for like-minded collectors and pencil
worshippers.

Promotion
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Spark Kindness
50 Ways to Be Compassionate and Connect
by Chronicle Books
Bestselling product line!
Small acts of kindness have big impact. Spark positive change-for yourself
and others-with 50 prompts (printed on cleverly designed faux matchsticks)
that cultivate generosity and compassion.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
2.69 x 5 • 50 pages
Foil-stamped box tray with sleeve, 50 kraft faux
matchsticks inside, shrinkwrapped tray
9781452182964 • $19.95 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Spark

• Slide open the shimmering foil box to reveal faux decorative matchsticks.
The eye-catching packaging makes this a beautiful, thoughtful gift for a
birthday, Mother's Day, or just because.
• We can all use more kindness in our lives: the prompts inside the box offer
easy ways to spark kindfulness," compassion, positivity, and new connectionsanytime and anywhere.
• Sample prompts:
Pay it forward (cover someone's bridge toll, buy their coffee, etc.).
Tell someone you've taken for granted how much you appreciate them.
Volunteer your time or donate to a good cause.
Make sure the first words you say each day are kind ones.
• Contents: Foil-stamped box tray with sleeve, 50 kraft-paper faux
matchsticks, shrink-wrapped tray"

Notes
Promotion
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Spark Success
50 Ways to Thrive and Achieve
by Chronicle Books
Bestselling product line!
Your dreams are within reach. Spark success in all your pursuits with these
50 faux matchsticks featuring prompts to help you dream big, aim high, and
accomplish your goals, whatever they may be.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
2.69 x 5 • 50 pages
Foil-stamped box tray with sleeve, 50 kraft faux
matchsticks inside, shrinkwrapped tray
9781452182971 • $19.95 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Spark

• Slide open the shimmering foil box to reveal faux decorative matchsticks.
The eye-catching packaging makes this a beautiful, unique gift for recent
grads, people in job transitions, entrepreneurial spirits, or creative types.
• Everyone's version of success will be different. Whether it's advancing in
your career, attaining a big life goal, or starting fresh in a new endeavor, the
prompts inside the box offer easy ways to find your own personal successanytime and anywhere.
• Sample prompts:
When have you felt most successful? Recreate those conditions.
Be brave: Ask for something, even if you think you won't get it.
Create a vision board that depicts the life of your dreams.
Try doing the most challenging thing first rather than the easy one.
• Contents: Foil-stamped box tray with sleeve, 50 kraft-paper faux
matchsticks, shrink-wrapped tray

Notes
Promotion
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Rex Ray
by Griff Williams, contributions by Rebecca Solnit and Christian
Frock
Rex Ray celebrates life, work, and legacy of iconic San Francisco fine
artist Rex Ray (1956-2015).
This comprehensive volume features more than 100 of his works on canvas,
wood, and paper-including never-before-seen pieces courtesy of the Rex Ray
estate. His playful painted-paper-collages and organic, abstract forms have
earned him comparisons to artists like Paul Klee and Henri Matisse.
• Essays by celebrated writer Rebecca Solnit, art critic Christian Frock, and
Ray's gallerist and friend Griff Williams
• Ray's collages and paintings are both playful and geometric.
• This vibrant book pays tribute to Ray's life and work.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
8 x 11 • 176 pages
full-color illustrations throughout
9781452176789 • $58.00 • cl
Art / Individual Artists / Monographs

Notes
Promotion

Rex Ray was a successful and prolific fine artist whose art has been
shown at major museums and galleries throughout the United States.
Now, longtime collectors and new fans alike can revel in the beauty of
Ray's inimitable body of work.
Ray's exuberantly colorful paintings and collages are a testament to the
prolific artist's joy in the creative process.
• This fine art monograph is perfect for Ray's fans and collectors, as well as
those discovering the power and beauty of his work for the first time.
• A perfect gift for lovers of pop art and modern design, museumgoers, fine art
fans, artists, designers, and those interested in the San Francisco art scene
and local history
• Great for (...)

Author Bio
Rex Ray (September 11, 1956–February 9, 2015) was an American artist best
known for his innovative pop aesthetic in fine and commercial art—on
canvases, wood panels, album covers, paper, book jackets, murals, and rock
and roll posters. A major cultural force in the art, literary, and activist
communities in the Bay Area, he was recognized for his signature work in
collage. Ray’s work has been included in exhibitions at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art; Akron Art Museum; Berkeley Art Museum; Crocker Art
Museum; MCA Denver; McNay Art Museum; San Jose Museum of Art; and
the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts.
Griff Williams is an artist, educator, and the founder of Gallery 16 in San
Francisco.
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Transcendence
by Richard Mayhew, introduction by Mikaela Sardo Lamarche,
contributions by Andrew Walker
American painter Richard Mayhew, who recently celebrated his 95th birthday,
has been reinventing landscape painting for over half a century. He’s known
for his masterful use of color and for his unique creative process, inspired by
improvisational jazz, which involves pouring paint directly onto the canvas and
shaping it into lush, emotional 'moodscapes.' His distinctive style also
emerges from his immersion in the Abstract Expressionist movement, his
African American and Native American heritage, and his unique affinity for the
landscapes of the American West. But his paintings transcend boundaries of
location and identity.
This monograph features approximately 75 of his most striking works, an
exclusive interview with the artist, an introduction by his gallerist Mikaela
Sardo Lamarche, and an essay by Andrew Walker, director of the Amon
Carter Museum of American Art. All this is presented in an affordable offsquare hardcover that feels elevated yet accessible.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
10 x 9.63 • 136 pages
hardcover with textured case, unjacketed, full-color
illustrations throughout
9781452178905 • $43.00 • cl
Art / Individual Artists / Monographs

Notes
Promotion

Table of Contents:
INSTITUTIONS WHERE MAYHEW'S WORK IS HELD/DISPLAYED:
African-American Museum in Philadelphia, PA
Albion College; MI
Ball State Teacher's College; IN
Baskins and Sells; New York, NY
Butler Museum of American Art
Brooklyn Museum of Art; New York, NY
Central Trust Bank; Jefferson City, MO
Chemcut Corporation; PA
Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad; Cleveland, OH
Chicago Art Institute
Evansville Museum; Evansville, IN
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, M. H. de Young, CA
Glen Alden, Inc.; NY
Hampton University, University Museum, Hampton, VA
Hudson River Museum; Yonkers, NY
Legion of Honor, San Francisco
Los Angeles County Museum
Miles College; Birmingham, AL
Minnesota Museum of Art; St. Paul, MN
MoAD, Museum of African Diaspora San Francisco
Mount Holyoke College Art Museum
Museum of African Art; Washington, DC
National Museum of American Art,
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LEAD

Burps
A Connoisseur's Guide
by Burl O'Roark
Following the bestselling Farts: A Spotter's Guide series (over one
million copies sold!), this hilarious field guide covers 10 different types
of belches through text, illustrations, and sound.
Filled with shameless body-related humor, Burps: A Connoisseur's'
Guide identifies the characteristics, habitat, voice, and tasting notes" of
each gassy oral emission.
The sound of each burp is reproduced with alarming accuracy through
an attached battery-powered belch machine.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 24/20
6.5 x 8 • 24 pages
unjacketed hardcover, 10 full-color illustrations
9781452183077 • $24.95 • cl
Humor / General

Notes
Promotion

• Burps include the outsized Baby Boom, the bone shaking Surround Sound,
and the sudden arrival of The Shocker.
• Grossly funny illustrations capture each burp at its moment of arrival-and the
devastation in its wake.
• Printed on durable cardstock to make it through even the most powerful
burps
This is a bathroom book of pure, unbridled entertainment for the
giggling child (and proud belcher) in all of us.
• A hilarious gag gift for dads, brothers, kids, and anyone who just loves
burping
• Enjoyed by kids and adults alike
• Add it to the collection of books such as The Big Book of Farts by James
Carlisle and How Loud Can You Burp? by Glenn Murphy"
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Classy as Fuck Flask
by Calligraphuck
Keep your spirits up-and on hand!
Whether it's an evening out or a party in, keep it classy everywhere you go
with this stainless steel flask, perfect for all your favorite spirits and boozy
concoctions. Includes a funnel for easy filling.
• 8 oz./240 ml stainless steel flask with satin gold finish and screw-off lid +
stainless steel funnel
• Elegant calligraphy and humorous profanity makes this flask perfect for
anyone who loves curse words, fancy handwriting, and/or novelty drinkware.
• Buy it for a friend or family member who has a habit of swearing; also makes
a distinctive gift for friend groups, groomsmen, or bridesmaids.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 17/20
1 pages
box, 8 oz. stainless steel flask, screw-cap lid (gold
finish, black decal), stainless steel funnel
9781452179544 • $29.95 • miscellaneous
Non Classified • Non Returnable
Series: Calligraphuck

Notes
Promotion

Linus Boman is the London-based graphic designer behind Calligraphuck.
Calligraphuck started as a crowd-funded passion project that combined
Linus's lifelong love of elegant letterforms and salty language. The line ranges
from notecards and journals to coasters and tea towels for any sweary
occasion.

Author Bio
Linus Boman is a graphic designer and part-time comedian based in London.
He is the founder of Calligraphuck letterpress cards and has a number of
sweary lifestyle products available through Chronicle Books.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/calligraphuk
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/calligraphuck
Twitter: https://twitter.com/calligraphuck
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LEAD

The Essential Compendium of Dad Jokes
edited by Thomas Nowak
When does a joke become a dad joke? When it becomes apparent.
For the first time ever, the best of the worst dad jokes will be collected into the
essential tome for fathers, patient mothers, tolerant children, and anyone who
loves a good bad jokes. Packed with 301 jokes, including the classics, twists
on the classics, and fresh new material; fun but classy original illustrations;
and dozens of sidebars chockful of interesting tidbits, joke-telling pointers, and
profiles of legendary dad jokers, THE ESSENTIAL COMPENDIUM OF DAD
JOKES is filled with hours of laughter and silliness for the whole family.

Author Bio
Thomas Nowak has never heard a dad joke he didn't love to hate and is a firm
believer that each and every dad joke gets better the more it's told.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
5 x 7 • 272 pages
unjacketed
9781452182797 • $24.95 • cl
Humor / Form / Jokes & Riddles

Notes
Promotion
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The Sea Journal
by Huh Lewis-Jones, foreword by Don Walsh
The sea has always fascinated us.
In this remarkable collection of illustrated private journals, log books, letters,
and diaries, we follow firsthand the voyages of intrepid sailors from the frozen
polar wastes to South Seas paradise islands. And we meet a fascinating cast
of real characters: officers and crew, cooks and whalers, surgeons and artists,
explorers and adventurers— including Antonio Pigafetta, an Italian who sailed
with Magellan; Tupia, a Tahitian who joined Captain Cook’s first voyage;
buccaneer Bartholomew Sharp, who menaced the Spanish Main; and Jeanne
Baret, the first woman to circumnavigate the globe.
In encounters with strange creatures and new lands, through danger and
delight, pleasure and peril, the artistic records assembled here for the first
time evoke the thrill of discovery and the spirit of the sea.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
8.1 x 11 • 320 pages
unjacketed hardcover, 450 full-color illustrations
9781452181158 • $58.00 • cl
History / Expeditions & Discoveries

Notes
Promotion

Author Bio
Huw Lewis-Jones, PhD, is a historian of exploration who travels regularly in
the Arctic and Antarctica as a polar guide. He was formerly curator at the Scott
Polar Research Institute, Cambridge, and the National Maritime Museum,
London. He is the author of several books on the ocean and exploration,
including Explorers' Sketchbooks . He lives by the sea in Cornwall, England.
Captain Don Walsh USN (RET), PhD, is an oceanographer, explorer, and
former submarine captain. In 2001, he was elected to the United States
National Academy of Engineering. He is currently the honorary president of
the Explorers Club.
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The Secret Life of Cats Correspondence Cards
by by (artist) Pepe Shimada
What are cats really up to when we aren’t looking? They read books, they eat
pizza, they snorkel, and more! Featuring artist Pepe Shimada’s whimsical
paintings of personified cats, this set of cards (to keep or send) will delight cat
lovers of all ages. Includes 20 different images for maximum whimsy.

Author Bio
Pepe Shimada is a painter, musician, poet, traveler, and cat lover. He lives in
Japan.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
5.13 x 6.75 • 20 pages
folded carton box with hinged lid, 20 flat cards (20
different designs), 20 envelopes, full-color throughout
9781452180489 • $23.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion
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The Secret Life of Cats Notebook Collection
by by (artist) Pepe Shimada
Peek into the mysterious life of cats with this set of three notebooks featuring
artist Pepe Shimada’s delightfully imaginative portraits of cats doing
unexpected things. From playing guitar to skiing and eating ice cream, cats do
it all!

Author Bio
Pepe Shimada is a painter, musician, poet, traveler, and cat lover. He lives in
Japan.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
6 x 8.5 • 64 pages
3 paperback notebooks with center-sewn binding (1
lined, 1 blank, 1 dotted), full-color cover illustrations, 1color interiors, polybagged
9781452180472 • $22.50 • journal/ diary/blank book
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion
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The Sky Atlas
The Greatest Maps, Myths, and Discoveries of the Universe
by Edward Brooke-Hitching
The Sky Atlas unveils some of the most beautiful maps and charts ever
created during humankind's quest to map the skies above us. This richly
illustrated treasury showcases the finest examples of celestial cartography-a
glorious art often overlooked by modern map books-as well as medieval
manuscripts, masterpiece paintings, ancient star catalogs, antique
instruments, and other curiosities.
This is the sky as it has never been presented before: the realm of stars
and planets, but also of gods, devils, weather wizards, flying sailors, ancient
aliens, mythological animals, and rampaging spirits.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 25/20
jacketed, full-color illustrations throughout
9781797201184 • $42.95 • cl
History / Historical Geography

Notes
Promotion

• Packed with celestial maps, illustrations, and stories of places, people, and
creatures that different cultures throughout history have observed or imagined
in the heavens
• Readers are taken on a tour of star-obsessed cultures around the world,
learning about Tibetan sky burials, star-covered Inuit dancing coats,
Mongolian astral prophets and Sir William Herschel's 1781 discovery of
Uranus, the first planet to be found since antiquity.
• A gorgeous book that delights stargazers and map lovers alike
With thrilling stories and gorgeous artwork, this remarkable atlas
explores our fascination with the sky across time and cultures to form
an extraordinary chronicle of cosmic imagination and discovery.
The Sky Atlas is a wonderful book for map lovers, history buffs, and
stargazers, but also for those who are intrigued by the many wonderful
and bizarre ways in which humans have sought to understand the
cosmos and our place in it.
• A unique map book that expands beyond the terrestrial and into the celestial
• A wonderful gift for map lovers, obscure-history fans, mythology buffs, and
astrology (...)

Author Bio
Edward Brooke-Hitching is the author of THE SKY ATLAS (2019), THE
GOLDEN ATLAS (2018), THE PHANTOM ATLAS (2016), and FOX TOSSING,
OCTOPUS WRESTLING AND OTHER FORGOTTEN SPORTS (2015), and
an award-winning documentary director. The son of an antiquarian book
dealer, he graduated from the University of Exeter with a distinction in
filmmaking before entering independent documentary production. He lives in
London.
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Star Spinner Tarot
by Trungles
Let the stars light your way . . .
Enter a world where fairies play, mermaids yearn, and threads of the familiar
and fantastic are spun together to guide you on your own personal journey.
Featuring beloved indie comic artist Trungles' enchanting illustrative style, the
Star Spinner Tarot reinterprets classic tarot imagery for a more inclusive and
diverse reflection of the modern world, with illustrations drawn from a wide
range of stories, myths, and fairy tales.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 17/20
3 x 5 • 82 pages
box with lift-off lid; 81 tarot cards, booklet, full-color
illustrations throughout, shrink-wrapped
9781452180069 • $36.95 • card deck
Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot • Non
Returnable

Notes
Promotion

• Contents: 81 full-color cards and a 160-page guidebook
• A great gift for tarot collectors and enthusiasts, or anyone seeking guidance
and personal growth
• Perfect for anyone seeking a modern, diverse, inclusive, or LGBTQ+ way to
explore the tarot
• Traditional tarot decks are 78 cards; this set contains 81 cards, including
multiple Lovers cards to reflect a range of romantic expression
Trungles (Trung Le Nguyen) is a Vietnamese American comic book artist and
illustrator. His work explores diaspora stories, LGBTQ+ themes, and the role
of fairy tales in the popular imagination. He has contributed work for Oni
Press, Boom! Studios, Limerence Press, and Image Comics, as well as the
blog The Nerds of Color and the podcast Asian America.

Author Bio
Trungles (Trung Le Nguyen) is a Vietnamese American comic book artist and
illustrator. His work explores diaspora stories, LGBTQ+ themes, and the role
of fairy tales in the popular imagination. He has contributed work for Oni
Press, Boom! Studios, Limerence Press, and Image Comics, as well as the
blog The Nerds of Color and the podcast Asian America.
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Tales of East Africa
by Jamilla Okubo
This collection of 22 traditional tales from Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania
transports readers to an enthralling world. Translated and transcribed by
folklorists and anthropologists in the early 20th century, these stories evoke
the distinctive beauty and irresistible humor of East African folklore. Readers
will encounter mischievous hares, plucky heroes and heroines, and fearsome
monsters. Each tale is paired with a bold and vibrant illustration by artist
Jamilla Okubo. And this special gift edition features an embossed, textured
case and a ribbon marker.

Author Bio
Jamilla Okubo uses mixed media art to explore her American, Kenyan, and
Trinidadian identity. She is based in Washington, DC.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 10/20
7.5 x 9 • 176 pages
Hardcover, 26 full-color illustrations, paper graining,
emboss, ribbon marker, unjacketed
9781452182582 • $32.95 • cl
Fiction / Fairy Tales, Folklore & Mythology

Notes
Promotion
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The Year of the Dogs Notecards
by by (photographer) Vincent J. Musi
National Geographic photographer Vincent Musi is used to photographing
bears, elephants, tigers, lions, sheep, and pigs, but dared to try something
different: dogs. With The Unleashed Studio, he invited friends and neighbors
to bring in their canine companions (but no owners allowed) where he
captured their beauty, spirit, and personality using the same lighting and
photographic techniques that he does for National Geographic. The results
are exquisite—arresting close-ups that dignify each dog with grace and
humor.
These notecards feature 16 engaging and utterly striking photos from Musi’s
book The Year of the Dogs. Their individuality shines through in every portrait,
sure to make any recipient’s day!

Author Bio
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
4.38 x 5.56 • 16 pages
box with lid, 16 folded cards (16 designs), 16
envelopes
9781797200149 • $24.95 • notecards
Non Classified • Non Returnable

Vincent J. Musi's work is familiar to many around the world through the pages
of National Geographic . Outside of his magazine work, Musi specializes in
animal portraiture, and considers his subjects collaborators, rather than simply
the topics of his photographs. He is the author of the book The Year of the
Dogs . Musi's work has also been profiled in the New York Times, Washington
Post, and Time magazine, including numerous cover features. He lives in
South Carolina with his wife and son.

Notes
Promotion
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Eat Something
A Wise Sons Cookbook for Jews Who Love Food and Food
Lovers Who Love Jews
by Evan Bloom and Rachel Levin, illustrated by George
McCalman
From nationally recognized Jewish brand Wise Sons, the cookbook Eat
Something features over 60 recipes for salads, soups, baked goods,
holiday dishes, and more.
This long-awaited cookbook (the first one for Wise Sons!) is packed with
homey recipes and relatable humor; it is as much a delicious, lighthearted,
and nostalgic cookbook as it is a lively celebration of Jewish culture.
Stemming from the thesis that Jews eat by occasion, the book is organized
into 19 different events and celebrations chronicling a Jewish life in food,
including: bris, Shabbat, Passover and other high holidays, first meal home
from college, J-dating, wedding, and more.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
7.5 x 10 • 240 pages
unjacketed, approx 50 B&W and color illustrations,
approx 40 full-color photographs
9781452178745 • $42.95 • cl

Notes

• Both a Jewish humor book and a cookbook
• Recipes are drawn from the menus of their beloved Bay Area restaurants, as
well as all the occasions when Jews gather around the table.
• Includes short essays, illustrations, memorabilia, and stylish plated food
photography.
Wise Sons is a nationally recognized deli and Jewish food brand with a
unique Bay Area ethos-inspired by the past but entirely contemporary,
they make traditional Jewish foods California-style with great
ingredients.

Promotion
Recipes include Braided Challah, Big Macher Burger, Wise Sons'
Brisket, Carrot Tzimmes, and Morning After Matzoquiles, while essays
include Confessions of a First-Time Seder Host, So, You Didn't Marry a
Jew, and Iconic Chinese Restaurants, As Chosen by the Chosen People.
• The perfect gift for Wise Sons fans of all ages, lovers of Jewish food and
humor, as well (...)

Author Bio
EVAN BLOOM is the co-owner of Wise Sons Jewish Delicatessen. He makes
a mean Reuben. Evan founded Wise Sons with Leo Beckerman and his
brother Ari in 2010. Today, Evan serves as the company president and
oversees day-to-day operations, with a specific focus on culinary and brand
direction. An architect by training, he spent the first years of Wise Sons
leading the kitchen team at our original Deli location on 24th St. An
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Bookscape Board Books: Fun at the Fair
illustrated by Ingela P. Arrhenius
Toddlers will love exploring all the wonders of a day at the fair in this
chunky, tactile board book.
Little hands will thrill at flipping through the uniquely shaped, die-cut pages
that overlap to reveal carousels, trains, rollercoasters and all the other funtastic sights and sounds of a bustling fairground. Delightfully petite, with light
concept-based text and jubilant illustrations, Fun at the Fair is perfect for
hands on play and bedtime reading alike.
• The tactile, toylike quality makes Fun at the Fair an irresistible attentiongrabber for toddlers.
• Decorative and elegantly-designed, this book is ideal for both nursery display
and hands-on learning.
• Lovers of Scandinavian design will love Ingela Arrhenius's beautiful, 1950sinspired art.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 10/20
5.35 x 6.55 • 10 pages
Layered, shaped board book, full-color throughout
9781452174938 • $12.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Performing Arts / Circus • Ages age 0
to 3

Notes
Promotion

Fans of City Block, Main Street Magic, and Ingela Arrhenius's Animals
and Pop Up Things that Go! will love Fun at the Fair .
• Board books for toddlers
• Family read-aloud for ages 0-3
• Baby shower gift/home decor

Author Bio
Ingela P Arrhenius is an illustrator and graphic designer with a naive style and
love for '50s and '60s design. She’s the author of the Bookscape board books,
MAIN STREET MAGIC, and many other books and products. She lives in
Sweden.
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Cave Dada
by Brandon Reese
A hilarious book for new dads and their little loved ones to share and
enjoy!
It's bedtime for Dada's little cave baby. But Baba wants a bedtime story, and
not just from any book. Baba wants just the right book-and the right book
means the biggest book! Poor Dada! The delaying tactics of his Stone Age
darling may not speed up bedtime . . . but they just might change the course
of human history.
• Full of parenting moments that new or expecting dads will love
• Sweet, silly, and boldly illustrated-ideal read-aloud book to share with the
family
• Perfect Father's Day gift
Fans of Your Baby's First Word Will Be Dada, Because I'm Your Dad, and
Dad By My Side will love Cave Dada's positive, loving message.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 31/20
9.5 x 8.75 • 40 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color illustrations throughout
9781452179940 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / Parents • Ages age 3 to 5

Notes

• Books for new dads
• Books for kids ages 3-5
• New dads book, daddy book
Brandon Reese is the illustrator of numerous books for children. His own
adventures in fatherhood provided ample inspiration for this book. He lives in
Charlotte, North Carolina.

Author Bio
Promotion
Brandon Reese is the illustrator of numerous books for children. His own
adventures in fatherhood provided ample inspiration for this book. He lives in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
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Charlie & Mouse Outdoors
Book 4
by Laurel Snyder, illustrated by Emily Hughes
Charlie & Mouse continue their adventures in this heartwarming tale
perfect for newly independent readers.
The fourth book in the Geisel Award-winning series!
Young readers will love diving into this hilarious next installment of this
award-winning beginning chapter book series. This time, the two brothers
and their family are off on a new adventure: going camping! Follow along as
they take a long drive, have a quick hike, defeat a big lion, hide in a small tent,
and conquer the great outdoors-together. There is so much fun to be had
along the way-telling stories, fighting monsters, crashing their tent-but best of
all is the joy of sharing it with each other.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
7 x 8 • 48 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color illustrations throughout
9781452170664 • $21.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / General (See Also Headings
Under Social Situations) • Ages age 6 to 9
Series: Charlie & Mouse

• A perfect read-aloud book for families and siblings
• Great book for early readers advancing to more complex chapter books
• Critically acclaimed series called top notch" by Kirkus
Fans of Mercy Watson, Ling and Ting, Elephant and Piggie books, and
Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa will love Charlie and Mouse.
• Books for kids ages 5-8
• Early reader chapter books
• Funny books for siblings
• Kindergarten books

Notes
Promotion

Laurel Snyder is the author of many books for children. She lives and writes
in a small yellow house in Atlanta, Georgia, which she shares with her
husband and two sons.
Emily Hughes is an illustrator (and sometimes writer) who lives in windy
Brighton, England, while thinking fondly of her hometown in Hilo, Hawaii.

Author Bio
Laurel Snyder is the author of many books for children. She lives and writes
in a small yellow house in Atlanta, Georgia, which she shares with her
husband and two sons.

Emily Hughes is an illustrator (and sometimes writer) who lives in windy
Brighton, England, while thinking fondly of her hometown in Hilo, Hawaii.
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Eggs Are Everywhere
by Hans Wilhelm, illustrated by Wednesday Kirwan
Hidden eggs and silly surprises await in this interactive Easter board
book for toddlers and babies.
The Easter egg hunt is on! With this bright and colorful hands-on toddler
board book, the Easter tradition of the egg hunt comes to life in a playful,
interactive way. Young children will turn the wheel to hide brightly colored
Easter eggs inside baskets, under flowers, behind rocks, and even in hands.
After the egg is hidden, it's time to guess where it is! Lift the flap for the reveal
in this game-in-a-book, then play again (and again) for hours of eggs-citing
fun!
• Provides interactive play that is ideal for baby's cognitive development
• Perfect springtime, Mother's Day, Easter basket stuffer gift
• Great read-aloud board book for parents and caregivers

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 4/20
8.5 x 8.05 • 10 pages
Board book. 10 pp, 16 lift the flaps, 4 wheels,
unjackete, fFull-color throughout
9781452174570 • $15.99 • board book
Juvenile Nonfiction / Games & Activities / Questions &
Answers • Ages age 2 to 4

Notes

In the tradition of such Easter board books as My First Easter, Ollie's
Easter Eggs, Easter Surprise: An Eggs-traordinary Slide and Find Book .
Eggs Are Everywhere brings the fun of the Easter egg hunt to the
delightful life for babies, toddlers and fun-loving families.
• Board books for ages 2-4
• New baby gift
• Easter books for baby
Wednesday Kirwan has been writing and illustrating books for children for
over a decade. She lives in Oakland, California.

Author Bio
Promotion
Hans Wilhelm is the author of more than 200 books, most of them for children.
He lives in Weston, Connecticut.
Wednesday Kirwan has been illustrating and writing books for children for
over a decade. She lives in Oakland with her husband and small dog.
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Everyone's Awake
by Colin Meloy, illustrated by Shawn Harris
A silly and sublime bedtime book from the New York Times bestselling
children's book author Colin Meloy.
Giggle your way to sweet and silly dreams! A simple goodnight routine
turns marvelously madcap in this cleverly rhymed picture book. Instead of
settling down to sleep, Dad bakes bread, Mom fixes the roof, and Grandma
plays cards with a ghost. And between the dog, the cat, Sister, and Brother,
there's at least three different wars being waged! A modern classic perfect for
read-aloud fun and bedtime alike.
• A wildly fun read-aloud book for families
• A laugh-out-loud book perfect for any child who struggles with getting ready
for bed
• Written by the lead singer of the Decemberists, the silly and clever rhymes
make Everyone's Awake fun for both parent and child.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
9 x 11 • 48 pages
9781452178059 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Bedtime & Dreams • Ages age 5 to 8

Fans of Goodnight Already and Dinosaur vs Bedtime will find
Everyone's Awake to be a perfect path to a good night's sleep.
• Children's books for kids ages 5-8
• Family read-aloud oboks
• Books for bedtime

Notes
Promotion

Colin Meloy is the lead singer and songwriter of The Decemberists, and the
author of several children's books, including the New York Times bestselling
Wildwood series. He lives in Portland, Oregon.
Shawn Harris is an artist and musician who lives in California's Mojave
Desert. He is the illustrator of several award-winning children's books
including Her Right Foot and What Can a Citizen Do?

Author Bio
Colin Meloy is the lead singer and songwriter of The Decemberists, and the
author of several children's books, including the New York Times bestselling
Wildwood series. He lives in Portland, Oregon.
Shawn Harris is an artist and musician who lives in California's Mojave
Desert. He is the illustrator of several award-winning children's books
including Her Right Foot and What Can a Citizen Do?
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Flight for Freedom
The Wetzel Family's Daring Escape from East Germany
by Kristen Fulton, illustrated by Torben Kuhlmann
An Inspiring True Story about One Family's Escape from Behind the
Berlin Wall!
Peter was born on the east side of Germany, the side that wasn't free. He
watches news programs rather than cartoons, and wears scratchy uniforms
instead of blue jeans. His family endures long lines and early curfews. But
Peter knows it won't always be this way. Peter and his family have a secret.
Late at night in their attic, they are piecing together a hot air balloon-and a
plan. Can Peter and his family fly their way to freedom? This is the true story
of one child, Peter Wetzel, and his family, as they risk their lives for the hope
of freedom in a daring escape from East Germany via a handmade hot air
balloon in 1979.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
8 x 11 • 56 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color throughout
9781452149608 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / History / Europe • Ages age 5 to 8

Notes
Promotion

• A perfect picture book for educators teaching about the Cold War, the Iron
Curtain, and East Germany
• Flight for Freedom is a showcase for lessons of bravery, heroism, family, and
perseverance, as well as stunning history.
• Includes detailed maps of the Wetzel family's escape route and diagrams of
their hot air balloon
For fans of historical nonfiction picture books like Let the Children
March, The Wall, Growing Up Behind the Iron Curtain, Armstrong: The
Adventurous Journey of a Mouse to the Moon .
• True life escape stories
• For picture book readers age 5-9
• For teachers, librarians, and historians
Kristen Fulton is a children's book author. She can always be found with a
notebook in hand as she ventures through historical sites and museums. Most
of the time she lives in Florida-but she can (...)

Author Bio
Kristen Fulton is a children's book author. She can always be found with a
notebook in hand as she ventures through historical sites and museums. Most
of the time she lives in Florida-but she can also be found traveling the country
by RV.
Torben Kuhlmann is an award-winning children's book author and illustrator.
Starting in kindergarten he became known as the draftsman." Flying machines
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How to Put an Octopus to Bed
by Sherri Duskey Rinker, illustrated by Viviane Schwarz
A new instant bedtime classic from the author of the #1 New York Times
bestseller Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site !
It's time for bed and this little octopus is more than happy to volunteer!
He's all ready to put his parents to bed! Bath time, putting on pajamas,
brushing teeth, and tucking everyone in is a whole new challenge when the
kid is in charge (and especially when everyone has eight arms!). From
bestselling author Sherri Duskey Rinker and award-winning illustrator Viviane
Schwarz comes a romping, rhyming, hilarious tale sure to entertain wiggly
bedtime readers everywhere.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 31/20
9.5 x 10.5 • 40 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color illustrations throughout.
9781452140100 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / General (See Also Headings
Under Social Situations) • Ages age 3 to 5

Notes
Promotion

• Perfect for children who are learning good bedtime, bath time, and
toothbrushing habits
• Silly and clever rhymes make this a perfect read-aloud book for parents and
children.
• From the bestselling author of Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site and
Steam Train, Dream Train
Any child who loves Dinosaur vs Bedtime, I Am Not Sleepy and Will Not
Go to Bed, and Llama, Llama, Red Pajama will love How to Put an
Octopus to Bed !
Read-aloud book for kids ages 3-5
Toddler book about brushing teeth
Goodnight books for toddlers
Sherri Duskey Rinker is the New York Times bestselling author of the
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site series and Steam Train, Dream
Train . She lives in Chicago with her photographer husband and two
energetic, inquisitive sons.
Viviane Schwarz is the author-illustrator of several picture books, including
There Are Cats in this Book, There Are No (...)

Author Bio
Sherri Duskey Rinker is the New York Times bestselling author of the
Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site series and Steam Train, Dream
Train . She lives in Chicago with her photographer husband and two
energetic, inquisitive sons.
Viviane Schwarz is the author-illustrator of several picture books, including
There Are Cats in this Book There Are No Cats in this Book, and Is There a
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The Keeper of Wild Words
by Brooke Smith, illustrated by Madeline Kloepper
When Mimi finds out that her favorite words—simple words, like apricot,
blackberry, buttercup—are disappearing from the English language, she
elects her granddaughter Brook as their Keeper. As Keeper, it’s Brook’s job to
pass on the importance of protecting, loving, and celebrating the natural
world. Words, the woods, and the world illuminate this quest to save our
language—by saving the very things it stands for. A lyrical, inspiring,
heartwarming picture book, THE KEEPER OF WILD WORDS is an ode to the
environment and language itself.

Author Bio
Brooke Smith is a poet and children's book author. She lives in Bend, Oregon,
at the end of a long cinder lane. Brooke writes daily from her studio, looking at
the meadow and many of the wild words she cherishes.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 10/20
9.5 x 10.5 • 62 pages
9781452170732 • $26.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Values • Ages age 5 to 8

Madeline Kloepper is a Canadian artist with a Bachelor of Fine Arts and Major
in Illustration from Emily Carr University of Art and Design. Her work is
influenced by childhood, nostalgia, and the relationships we forge with nature.
She lives in Prince George, British Columbia.

Notes
Promotion
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Let's Learn Spanish
First Words for Everyone
by Aurora Cacciapuoti
Accessible introduction to Spanish language and Mexican culture
Learning Spanish is just a few pictures away in this lovingly illustrated
picture book language primer! Focusing on the Spanish language as it is
spoken in Mexico, this informative picture book is an ideal way to learn.
Pairing words and whimsical pictures, aspiring Spanish speakers are treated
to a breezy yet informative experience. At once instructive and a joy to behold,
Let's Learn Spanish is a go-to gift for the world traveler and language learner.
• Fantastic resource for Spanish language learners young and old!
• Perfect gift for anyone traveling to Mexico or South America.
• Aurora Cacciapuoti is an author and illustrator of more than a dozen
children's books.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 10/20
8 x 8 • 48 pages
Unjacketed hardcover with cloth spine, full-color
throughout
9781452166261 • $18.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Foreign Language Study • Ages
age 4 to 99

Notes

This informative Spanish language primer will appeal to readers of Little
Concepts: ABC Spanish, First Words - Spanish, and My Big Book of
Spanish Words .
• Books for kids ages 4 to 8
• Learn Spanish for kids, preschool, kindergarten
• Easy to carry travel companion language book

Author Bio
Aurora Cacciapuoti is an author and illustrator of more than a dozen books,
including LET'S LEARN JAPANESE. She lives in L'Aquila, Italy, with her
husband and her dog.

Promotion
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Like the Moon Loves the Sky
by Hena Khan, illustrated by Saffa Khan
A lyrical and heartwarming celebration of a mother's love for her
children by the award-winning author of Golden Domes and Silver
Lanterns .
In this moving picture book, author Hena Khan shares her wishes for her
children: Inshallah you find wonder in birds as they fly. Inshallah you
are loved, like the moon loves the sky. " With vibrant illustrations and prose
inspired by the Quran, this charming picture book is a heartfelt and universal
celebration of a parent's unconditional love.
• A reassuring bedtime read-aloud for mothers and their children.
• A perfect book for sharing Muslim family traditions and for families teaching
diversity and religious acceptance.
• Hena Khan's books have been widely acclaimed, winning awards and
honors from the ALA, Parent's Choice, and many others.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 10/20
9.5 x 10.5 • 40 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color throughout
9781452180199 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fic / Religious / Muslim • Ages age 3 to 5

Notes
Promotion

For families who have read and loved Under My Hijab, Yo Soy Muslim,
and Mommy's Khimar .
A sweet and lovely bedtime book to help let children know they are
loved and precious.
• Bedtime books for ages 3-5
• Mother's Day gift
• Islamic children's books
Hena Khan is the author of Golden Domes and Silver Lanterns, Crescent
Moons and Pointed Minarets, Night of the Moon, and many other books for
children. She lives in Rockville, Maryland.
Saffa Khan is an illustrator and printmaker born in Dera Ismail Khan,
Pakistan, and living in Glasgow, Scotland.

Author Bio
Hena Khan is the author of Golden Domes and Silver Lanterns, Crescent
Moons and Pointed Minarets, Night of the Moon, and many other books for
children. She lives in Rockville, Maryland.
Saffa Khan is an illustrator and printmaker born in Dera Ismail Khan,
Pakistan, and living in Glasgow, Scotland.
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Mabel
A Mermaid Fable
by Rowboat Watkins
A lovely and laugh-out-loud picture book from the award-winning author
of Rude Cakes and Most Marshmallows .
A silly read-aloud tale for kids about being yourself! Mabel isn't like the
other mermaids. Lucky isn't like the other octopuses. But when they find each
other, they discover that true friendship isn't about how you look, and that
sometimes what we are searching for is right under our noses.
The inimitable Rowboat Watkins is back with another humorous tale about
being true to yourself.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 24/20
9 x 9 • 40 pages
full-color illustrations throughout
9781452155272 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance
• Ages age 3 to 5

Notes
Promotion

• A delightful, inspiring read-aloud book for toddlers that celebrates gender
diversity and difference
• Stylish, accessible art brings this story of being true to yourself to hilarious
life.
• Rowboat Watkins is a 2010 Sendak Fellow and Ezra Jack Keats honoree.
Young readers of Julian Is a Mermaid, Mary Wears What She Wants, and
Exclamation Mark will find much to love in this tale that celebrates
individuality and acceptance.
• Read-aloud books for kids age 3-5
• Books for teachers and librarians
• Gender, differences, being yourself
Rowboat Watkins was a recipient of the 2010 Sendak Fellowship, his book
Rude Cakes was an Ezra Jack Keats Honor Book, and the New York Times
praised his most recent title, Most Marshmallows, as exquisite." Rowboat lives
with his family in Brooklyn, New York."
Most Marshmallows
'Expressive (...)

Author Bio
Rowboat Watkins was a recipient of the 2010 Sendak Fellowship, his book
Rude Cakes was an Ezra Jack Keats Honor Book, and the New York Times
praised his most recent title, Most Marshmallows, as exquisite." Rowboat lives
with his family in Brooklyn, New York.
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More Lunch Lines
Tear-out Riddles for Lunchtime Giggles
by Dan Signer, illustrated by Steve James
A fresh helping of laugh-out-loud jokes from the creator of Lunch Lines !
What is a sheep's favorite karate move?
A lamb chop!

Parents can turn lunchtime into a real treat with a joke from More Lunch
Lines every day! Packed with enough jokes for a whole school year and
accompanied by hilarious illustrations, this clever book serves up a fresh
helping of sidesplitting jokes and riddles on topics kids love, like animals,
space, and sports. Just tear out a joke and drop it in a lunch for a school year
of smiles-perfect for busy parents and hectic mornings!
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
4 x 3 • 408 pages
Paperback with tear-out jokes, 2-color throughout
9781452174426 • $14.99 • notepad
Juvenile Nonfiction / Humor / Jokes & Riddles • Ages
age 5 to 99 • Non Returnable

Notes
Promotion

• A perfect back-to-school gift for busy parents
• Enough hilarious jokes for an entire school year!
• Dan Singer is a comedy writer who has written for the TV shows A.N.T.
Farm, The Suite Life of Zack and Cody, and One Day at a Time .
Joke loving kids who love Lunchbox Notes and Laugh Out Loud Jokes
for Kids will laugh it up for More Lunch Lines .
• Joke books for kids age 5 and up
• Kids lunch notes jokes
• Lunch box notes
Dan Signer is a comedy writer who has written for TV shows including A.N.T.
Farm, The Suite Life of Zack and Cody, and One Day at a Time . He lives in
Los Angeles with his wife and two sons.

Author Bio
Dan Signer is a comedy writer who has written for TV shows including A.N.T.
Farm, The Suite Life of Zack and Cody, and One Day at a Time . He lives in
Los Angeles with his wife and two sons.
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My Friend Earth
by Patricia MacLachlan, illustrated by David Diaz and
Francesca Sanna
Celebrate Earth Day with this valentine to our wonderful planet from the
Newbery Award-winning author of Sarah, Plain and Tall .
Our friend Earth does so many wonderful things! She tends to animals
large and small. She pours down summer rain and autumn leaves. She
sprinkles whisper-white snow and protects the tiny seeds waiting for spring.
Readers of all ages will pore over the pages of this spectacular book. Its
enticing die-cut pages encourage exploration as its poetic text celebrates
everything Earth does for us, all the while reminding us to be a good friend in
return.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 25/20
9 x 11 • 44 pages
Hardcover with die-cut pages, full-color illustrations
throughout
9780811879101 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Nature & The Natural World • Ages
age 3 to 5

Notes
Promotion

• Interactive format and kid-friendly art will engage both toddlers and young
readers.
• A celebration of the natural world and rallying cry for positive action for
Planet Earth
• Great opportunities to share life science concepts and amazing facts about
the environment with children
This beautiful and innovative ode to our natural world will appeal to
readers of Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth, The Poet's
Dog, and Thank You, Earth .
• Read aloud books for kids ages 3-5
• Earth books for kids
• Climate change books for kids
Patricia MacLachlan is an acclaimed author who has written dozens of
books-from picture books to novels-including the Newbery Medal winner
Sarah, Plain and Tall and the (...)

Author Bio
Patricia MacLachlan is an acclaimed author who has written dozens of
books-from picture books to novels-including the Newbery Medal winner
Sarah, Plain and Tall and the Barkus series, also published by Chronicle
Books. She lives in western Massachusetts.
Francesca Sanna grew up on the Italian island of Sardinia. She studied
illustration at the School of Visual Arts in New York and the Academy of Art
and Design in Lucerne. Her book The Journey received five starred reviews
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On Wings of Words
The Extraordinary Life of Emily Dickinson
by Jennifer Berne, illustrated by Becca Stadtlander
An inspiring and kid-accessible biography of one of the world's most
famous poets.
Emily Dickinson, who famously wrote Hope is the thing with feathers
that perches in the soul," is brought to life in this moving story. In a small
New England town lives Emily Dickinson, a girl in love with small things-a
flower petal, a bird, a ray of light, a word. In those small things, her brilliant
imagination can see the wide world-and in her words, she takes wing. From
celebrated children's author Jennifer Berne comes a lyrical and lovely account
of the life of Emily Dickinson: her courage, her faith, and her gift to the world.
With Dickinson's own inimitable poetry woven throughout, this lyrical
biography is not just a tale of prodigious talent, but also of the power we have
to transform ourselves and to reach one another when we speak from the
soul.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 18/20
10 x 9.63 • 52 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color illustrations throughout
9781452142975 • $26.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Biography / Literary • Ages age 5
to 8

Notes
Promotion

• Fantastic educational opportunity to share Emily Dickinson's story and
poetry with young readers
• An inspirational real-life story that will appeal to children and adults alike.
• Jennifer Berne is the author of critically acclaimed children's biographies of
Albert Einstein and Jacques Cousteau.
Fans who enjoyed Emily Writes: Emily Dickinson and her Poetic
Beginnings, Emily and Carlo, and Uncle Emily will love On Wings of
Words.
• Books for kids ages 5-8
• Poetry for children
• Biographies for children
Jennifer Berne is the award-winning author of the biographies Manfish: A
Story of Jacques Cousteau and On a Beam of Light: A Story of Albert
Einstein . She lives in Copake, New York.
Becca Stadtlander is the (...)

Author Bio
Jennifer Berne is the award-winning author of the biographies Manfish: A
Story of Jacques Cousteau and On a Beam of Light: A Story of Albert
Einstein . She lives in Copake, New York.
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Over the Moon
by James Proimos, illustrated by Zoey Abbott
This sweet-natured bedtime book proves that a family is wherever you
find love.
When two wolves see a baby floating down a river, what do they do?
Why, they take the baby home. Over the moon with joy, they nourish and
teach her. And when that baby grows into a child, she and the wolves know
that she will be ready to make her way in the world. Because when a child is
loved, she has everything she needs.
• A classic fairy-tale premise told with warmth and an inclusive sensibility for
all types of families to enjoy
• A touching read-aloud books for families, caregivers, and classroom
storytime
• James Proimos has written and/or illustrated over 20 critically lauded
children's books.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 10/20
8 x 10 • 44 pages
Jacketed hardocver, full-color illusttrations thorughout
9781452177151 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Family / General (See Also Headings
Under Social Situations) • Ages age 3 to 5

Notes
Promotion

This gently humorous story shows that families come in many forms,
and that love is about both holding on and letting go.
Fans of Finn's Feather, Wild, and Wolfie the Bunnie will find Over the
Moon a delightful tale for all ages.
• Books for kids ages 3-5
• Books about families and togetherness
• Great storytime read-aloud picture book
James Proimos has yet to rescue a small human from a river, but he has
written and illustrated many books for them. James splits his time between
Los Angeles and Middleburg, Virginia.
Zoey Abbott is a graduate of Smith College. She spent four years working
and painting in Japan. She now lives in Portland, Oregon, with her husband,
their two kids, and a big dog named Carrots. This is her third book.

Author Bio
James Proimos has yet to rescue a small human from a river, but he has
written and illustrated many books for them. James splits his time between
Los Angeles and Middleburg, Virginia.
Zoey Abbott is a graduate of Smith College. She spent four years working
and painting in Japan. She now lives in Portland, Oregon, with her husband,
their two kids, and a big dog named Carrots. This is her third book.
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Pigs in a Pickle
by Hans Wilhelm, illustrated by Erica Salcedo
The three little pigs from Pigs in a Blanket are back for more fun in this
silly interactive board book with a positive message!
These three little pigs are ready for anything-especially having fun. But,
whoops! Sometimes the pigs' day doesn't go as planned. That's OK! No
matter what the oopsie, the pigs keep going, always staying positive and
landing on their teensy feet!
• A positive message about perseverance told in clever rhyming, easy-tofollow text
• Fun and interactive book for family story time
• Hans Wilhelm has written and illustrated over 200 books for children and
adults including the popular Guess Which Hand and Pigs in a Blanket .

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
6.5 x 6.45 • 14 pages
Full-color throughout.
9781452178967 • $11.99 • board book
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Pigs • Ages age 2 to 99

Notes
Promotion

For children who love barnyard animals, Peppa Pig, Perfect Piggies!,
and Tickle the Pig, Pigs in a Pickle will warm hearts and inspire
confidence.
A fun and simple book about overcoming challenges for preschoolers
and toddlers.
• Books for kids ages 0-3
• Interactive and fun
• Read-aloud bedtime book
Hans Wilhelm is a widely published author and illustrator of over 300 books,
including Pigs in a Blanket and Guess Which Hand . He lives in Weston,
Connecticut.
Erica Salcedo is the illustrator of Pigs in a Blanket . She lives in Cuenca,
Spain.

Author Bio
Hans Wilhelm is a widely published author and illustrator of over 300 books,
including Pigs in a Blanket and Guess Which Hand . He lives in Weston,
Connecticut.
Erica Salcedo is the illustrator of Pigs in a Blanket . She lives in Cuenca,
Spain.
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The Sky Is the Limit
by Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar
From the bestselling creators of the HAPPINESS IS . . . series comes an
encouraging ode to all the delightful, triumphant, silly, and sweet experiences
that lie just ahead. The only thing needed to begin this marvelous adventure?
YOU!
From over-the-top endeavors to the quieter milestones that have a magic all
of their own, this playful rhyming poem celebrates life's most meaningful
moments, while encouraging readers to grasp a sky's worth of possibilities.

Author Bio
Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar are famed illustrators, the authors of the New
York Times bestseller Me Without You, and the creators of the internationally
beloved Happiness Is . . . brand. They live in Marin County, California.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
6 x 8 • 60 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color throughout.
9781452179827 • $21.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play • Ages age 0 to
99

Notes
Promotion
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Such a Good Boy
by Marianna Coppo
The ultimate kids' book about dogs, being good, being bad, and being
yourself!
From the award-winning, critically acclaimed author of Petra .
Meet Buzz the dog.
He's such a good boy.
Buzz seems to have a perfect life .. .
and a lot of very well-behaved friends.
Buzz would never dream of being anything other than good.

Chronicle Books
On Sale: Feb 11/20
10 x 9.63 • 48 pages
Jacketed hardcover, full-color throughout
9781452177748 • $24.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dogs • Ages age 5 to 8

Right, Buzz?
Buzz . . . ?
For anyone who has ever felt pressure to be good" at the expense of their
own self-expression, and for anyone who has ever owned and loved a dog,
this beautifully illustrated picture book from author-illustrator Marianna Coppo
will have you laughing, smiling, and longing for your own unfettered frolic in
the park.

Notes
Promotion

• With charming art and a positive message, this is an ideal read-aloud book
for parents and children to share.
• For dog lovers, pet lovers, and any kid who knows how hard it is to be good
all the time
• Marianna Coppo's first book, Petra, was a Good Reads Choice Awards
Picture Book Finalist and received starred reviews from Publisher's Weekly
and Kirkus.
For dog-loving children and fans of such picture books as Gaston,
Harry the Dirty Dog, Antoinette, and Naughty Mabel .
For any child who struggles to be "good" and understands the fun (and
frustration) of being "bad."
• Picture books for kids ages 5-8
• Dog books for kids
• Books about acceptance, self-confidence, and being yourself
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Tiny T. Rex and the Very Dark Dark
by Jonathan Stutzman, illustrated by Jay Fleck
Tiny and Pointy are embarking on a whole new adventure—camping in the
back yard! There’s only one problem—it’s dark outside, with no nighty-lights,
and that is when the Grumbles and Nom-bies come out! But Tiny and Pointy
are best friends, and working together they figure out a way to creatively
conquer their fear. Even funnier and sweeter than the first book, this is a
darling story about how two friends learn to let the light in.

Author Bio
Jonathan Stutzman is an award-winning filmmaker and writer. His short films
have screened at film festivals all over the world and on television. He lives in
Palmyra, Pennsylvania.
Jay Fleck is an Illinois-based designer and illustrator who has illustrated many
books for children. He lives south of Chicago.
Chronicle Books
On Sale: Mar 3/20
9 x 9 • 48 pages
Jacketed Hardcover
9781452170343 • $22.99 • cl
Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dinosaurs & Prehistoric •
Ages age 3 to 5

Notes
Promotion
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